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Introduction

Y
our regular Dossiers finally reappear and in a new format. In themeantime, we have devoted our energies to urgent cases requiringurgent actions. We have been producing two Special Dossiers, on“Women in wars and conflict situations - Initiatives in their defence” (oneon ex-Yugoslavia and one on Algeria). These publications were linked tobroader activities of the WLUML international solidarity network ininitiating actions in defence of women in wars and conflict situations; ourconcern and activities were voiced at a special workshop held during theNGO Forum of the UN Conference on Women in Beijing.

Dossier 14/15 presents articles on Algeria with special reference towomen and the state - women who are till today murdered as apreferential target of fundamentalists -, and to intellectuals whosedecimation will leave Algeria without their guidance to avoid the traps ofnationalism, obsurantism and forced islamization.
Dossier 14/15 also analyzes the legal situation of women in Iran and theproposed amendments in the law in Bangladesh. We have devoted aspecial publication to the question of fatwas against women inBangladesh, which is being released now.
The question of blasphemy which has arised in several countries, and veryseriously so in Pakistan last year, is here illustrated with a case in Egypt,which our network has closely followed.
Finally we have included a paper on Mauritius, where there is a demandfor a separate Personal Law for Muslims.
Readers of the Dossiers who also participate in the WLUML solidarityactivities will note that Algeria, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Egypt andMauritius which cases are analyzed in this publication are the verycountries where Alerts for Action have been launched recently.
In the resource section, we reproduce an Alert for Action in Chad,together with its present outcome.
We have also introduced themes that will be further developped in thecoming Dossiers: migrant women (here confronted to cultural relativismin Europe) and the construction of Muslim identity, and, like in ex-Yugoslavia, growing fascisation through nationalism, glorification ofmotherhood and wars.
Last but not least, a feminist statement from a woman’s court held inLebanon, to give us hope and inspiration. And most significantly adeclaration from the women’s movement in Pakistan.
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Editor's note:

In 1947, independence from British rule led to the partition of India into twocountries based on religious affiliation India and Pakistan. Pakistan consisted of twoparts West Pakistan and East Pakistan (what is now Bangladesh). These two partsgeographically separated by more than a thousand kilometers, were linguisticallyand culturally quite different. Lack of representation of East Pakistanis in thenational political processes and the economic and social control by a military regime,provoked a major movement for democratic assertion. Attempts to violently suppressthis movement led to a full scale war of independence of Bangladesh. Amongst themany honours of this genocidal war, … several hundred thousand women faced thewrath of the occupying troops from Pakistan and then from the neighbouring India.Early 1996 marked the 25th anniversary of the Independence of Bangladesh.

Women’s Action Forum apologises
to women of Bangladesh 

I
n a statement issued on Monday, the date which marks the start of thearmy action in the former East Pakistan, the Women's Action Forum(WAF 1), in a statement, have apologised to the women of Bangladeshfor the violence used against them during the events of 1971. Thestatement reads:

"As Bangladesh celebrates its 25 years of independence, the state and thepeople of Pakistan must reflect on the role played by the state and thePakistani military in the unprecedented and exceptionally violentsuppression of the political aspirations of the people of Bangladesh in1971. Continued silence on our part makes a mockery not only of theprinciples of democracy, human rights, and self determination which welay claim to, but also makes a mockery of our own history.
The comity of nations has now not only recognised that even in cases ofwar, and other forms of conflict, there are certain parameters beyondwhich violence cannot and must not be condoned, and further that thoseperpetrating and responsible for such violence should be heldresponsible. In view of this, and in the larger interests of our own
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humanity as a nation, we must condemn the repression by the state of itsown citizens in 1971. As Pakistanis who stood silently by, we must alsojudge ourselves as history has already judged us.
WAF would like to use this opportunity to build public awareness on theissue of state violence and the role of the military in 1971. At the sametime there is a need to focus on the systematic violence against women,particularly the mass rapes. While we try to focus the nations attentiontowards a period in our history for which we stand ashamed, Women'sAction Forum, on its own behalf, would like to apologise to the womenof Bangladesh that they became the symbols and the targets in theprocess of dishonouring and humiliating people".
The statement has also been endorsed by a number of otherorganisations, including ASR, SAHE, Shirkatgah, Institute of Women'sStudies, Lahore, Simorgh Collective and Pattan. - PR
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Statement of Rights from 
an Independent Women’s Court

W
e, the women participating in the Arab Court of Women, held inBeirut, June 28-30, 1995, as testifiers and audience to thosetestimonies; we, who had the opportunity to take part in thisgreat event, jointly assume the responsibility of what we heard of wordsof truth which broke the ring of silence that had long stifled our voicesand sufferings of women. We commit ourselves and pledge to the worldto raise our voices with unequivocal rejection of all forms of violencepracticed against women in the Arab region, the third world andthroughout the world in general.

We pledge to cut the strings of silence which covers such violence, to robthe sleep of this world which accepts silence and ignores violence, tofight against this and all kinds of violence as long as we live, to put ahand of solidarity in the hands of all those who help us in our fightthroughout the world, especially in the third world and more particularlyin the Arab world, in order to confront all those who abuse our rightswithin the family, at the levels of despotic Arab governments, thepolitical reactionary trends led by the political Islam and of the newworld order which nurtures that trend in our Arab region throughimposing a relationship of dependence and political, economic and socialoppression. We reject violence because it is an abuse of the women'srights, which are part of human rights, because it violates women'shuman dignity and because it is the worst of all forms of discriminationagainst them. It should be dealt with in the same way as all other formsof discrimination included in the international treaties and in thedeclaration on eliminating violence against women;
• We reject such a violence and will fight it in all fields, local andinternational, no matter how well it is disguised and how justifiedit is;
• We reject it regardless of how it is categorized political,economic, within the family, psychological, moral or sexual;
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• We reject it whatever the entity carrying it out against us may befather, brother, husband, son, governor, occupation, or the newworld order for the preparation of which we were absent; whetherit is signed by states, religious institutions, local, regional orinternational bodies;
• We reject it regardless of where it occurs in the baby crib, athome, in the street, in the place of work, at the refugee camp or inprison;
• We reject it whenever it occurs during our childhood, youth yearsor adulthood;
• We reject it in circumstances of war or peace;
• We reject it no matter what it is called or how it is covered honor,traditions, laws, prevailing practice or national priority;
• We reject it whether it is individual or affecting groups; whetherit is contained in a law or whether it occurs out of it. We reject itbecause it is an abuse of our rights and because we do not give upthese rights. We are working and will continue to work to takecontrol of them at all levels.

On the Political Level

It is our right and that of our peoples to live free in an independenthomeland we own and build in a way that would protect human rights. Itis our right to organize ourselves in an independent and free way, towork together on building a democratic, egalitarian civil society on allparts of our land. It is our right not to be oppressed, arrested or torturedfor our opinions and fight for freedom and equality. It is our right not tobe made, along with our children, hostages for our husbands, brothers,fathers and other men in the family, who are chased for political andother reasons. 
It is our right to resist the oppression of our governments, which use us,bodies and souls, as a bargaining chip in carrying out their oppression. Itis our right to resist the fundamentalist institutions for using religion tosubjugate us. It is our right to hold the opinion we want and to express itwith no fear or intimidation. It is our right to reject to be the fuel forwars we did not ignite, political conflicts we did not choose and policieswe did not participate to define.
On the Family, Social Level

We are half the world and provide the other half. It is our right to live init as human beings enjoying all our rights, where our body, personalityand person are respected. It is our right to fully own our body, without
10 - Dossier 14/15
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having it impaired by circumcision under the pretext of honor andchastity as defined by a masculine society. It is our right to choose ouropinions and pick up from our heritage, without being assigned tofrozen molds and punished if we reject them or try to destroy them. It isour right to choose whom to marry, when and where or even not tomarry at all without being disgraced by society.
It is our right to define our understanding of honor and to refuse thatthis honor be limited to a part of our body, which is abused by men thenwe pay the cost by our lives on their hands. It is our right not to behumiliated at home, in the street or at the work place. It is our right notto be beaten, insulted or humiliated.
On the Legal Level

It is our right to be fully equal before the law, to participate in writingand implementing that law. It is our right to be judges and fully qualifiedwitnesses. It is our right to legislate against those who use violenceagainst us. It is our right to annul crimes relating to our sex and to callcrimes their real names. There is no killing for honor but there is killingwith premeditation. Rape is not a sexual issue; it is a crime of violence.
It is our right to have a civilian law which treats us as equals of men. Wehave the same right in marriage, divorce, testimony, inheritance, inhaving our citizenship granted to our children and in taking full care ofourselves and our children. It is our right to be fully citizen with nopretext or justification of impairment.
These are our rights. We do not accept their impairment or abuse.Abusing them either totally or partially is a violence we will fight.
The above statement was drawn up by participants at a Women's Courtagainst and political and social violence against women. The court wasorganised by Al-Taller (A Tunisia based coalition of independent NGO's)and other groups. This event was organised in preparation to the NGOWorld Conference on Women in Beijing.
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Gender, Civil Society and
Citizenship in Algeria

Boutheina Cheriet

W
omen in Algeria must negotiate their access to the public spherein a society torn between the residual patriarchal reflexes of themodern state and Islamist revivalism. Feminists in Algeria, whilecritical of the patriarchal nature of the state, continue to call for itsintervention to halt the Islamist upsurge and to implement social policiesbased on a model of universal citizenry.

In 1993, I attended a ceremony of trance dancing called "Benga",organized by the only group still performing in the town of Tebessawhere I then lived1. The Tidjania group of Tebessa is a residual branch ofthe larger African Islamic sect that has practiced trance dancing forhealing purposes, in particular as therapy in exorcising "bad spirits". TheBenga dance relies on a highly organized drumming team, accompanyingreligious litanies celebrating the prophet Muhammad, which leads thedancer to fall into a "liberating faint".
Most striking about the Benga performance was that attendance wasmixed: men and women, young and old together, faced the drummers,whose leaders included a veteran elderly woman reciter of the religiouslitanies. The men and women dancers performed in turn, falling intotrances in front of the assembly. The position of their bodies expressedtotal abandonment (although women's and girl's thighs were promptlycovered), unusual in such a predominantly patriarchal local society withstrong beduin underpinnings.
Charmed by the intensity of drumming, I stood to dance, albeit prudishly,closely watched over by my husband and sisters-in-law whose glancesdiscreetly reminded me that I bore the status and prestige of their namein the local community! A typical petty bourgeois family with smallbusiness and professional profiles acquired over four generations, they
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perceived themselves as the ideal family, combining traditional andmodern value systems - typical of a neo-patriarchal micro-society2. I waswelcomed on the basis of respecting this eclectism - that is, watching theBenga as a folkloric manifestation but not participating. I was bound todisplay attitudes and behavior informed by the puritanism and self-discipline of both scripturalist Islamic education and modern rationalism.
The end of the Benga spectacle restored the prevailing order, with itsgender separation, class boundaries and linkages. Today, this image ofthe Benga strikes me as a powerful reflection of gender debates inAlgeria within a problematic of nation-building and New Statelegitimacy, hypothetically at odds with traditional allegiances and localkin loyalties. Discussing the position of women in Algerian society todayamounts to summoning the "demons" of patriarchy and neo-patriarchy.In this invocation, we will call upon the demons of kin, society and statein their gender "trances", so as to gauge the limits surrounding women'saccess in Algeria to individuality and citizenship in the process of nation-state building in the form of res publica.
For more than a decade and a half, the state's populist measures cooptedvarious popular trends thanks to economic efficiency and socialegalitarianism. The most notable cooptations were around the agrarianreforms; the trade union movement; women, who were integrated intoeducation, health, and the national labor market, and religiousconservatives, whose endorsement of socialist policies were offset by thepromulgation of Islam as state religion. The establishment of religiouscolleges and institutes by the state would harbor the later moretranslucent fundamentalist movement of the 1980s.
The technocratic nature of state and nation-building during that periodproduced the notion of citizenship as a "commodity". Within a dynamicof rapid social change, from a pre-industrial to a dependent post-colonialformation, universal enfranchisement could not be incorporated as agratuitous right. Rather, it was brandished as a "barter good" inexchange for carefully tailored allegiances. This is where universal accessto the public sphere was negotiated against the preservation of ascriptiveallegiances regarding women's limitations as individual decision-makersin the domestic space.
State and the Specter of Kin vs. Women

I have previously referred to feminism and fundamentalism as comprisingAlgeria's rites of passage to democracy3. The eclectic and populist officialideological discourse melds socialism and Islam (Article 2 of theConstitution stipulates that Islam is the state religion), as well astraditional communitarianism. As such it has provided a thriving source oflegitimacy for later conservative claims against the modern ideal ofcitizenry.
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The 1982-1984 National Popular Assembly (NPA) debates on a family codedelineating the "ideal woman" in Muslim societies have helped to exposethe demons of conservatism in civil society, long repressed by atechnocratic neo-patriarchal state. The Algerian case demonstrates thatstate and kin are not necessarily at odds when it comes to limitingwomen's legal status as domestic decision-makers.
There is a widely held belief that Arab women, marginalized in the publicarena, exercise authority in the domestic boundaries of the family4. Infact, it is not in relation to women's limited access to the public realmthat the hesitations of the state are most apparent, but rather inrestrictions it places on them as individual decision-makers in thedomestic realm of the family. In this cloistered space, the state hassupported resurgent Islamist attempts to construct a handicappedcitizenship for Algerian women. In the early 1980s, the Family Code billrelegated women to a "minority" status5. In order to ensure that theiraccess to citizenship did not affect the familial sphere, women wereasked to sacrifice their full-fledged status within the family.
The process of enacting the Family Code shows all too clearly that themale political elite perceive greater women's involvement in themanagement of family matters as a factor threatening domestic stabilityand social cohesion. Paradoxically, an active role for women in thedomestic arena would entail a fuller citizenship for them but wouldundermine the ideal harmony of an Islamic universe on the one hand,and patriarchal potency, on the other.
Our story begins with the legislative session of 1982. This followed the so-called Berber Spring of 1980 and the detention of feminist and Islamistleaders alike, which marked the first expressions of civil disobedience andmade visible the plurality of Algerian civil society6. The NPA adopted apersonal status bill regulating domestic relationships and delineatingwomen's status as wives and mothers under the guardianship ofhusbands and fathers. The bill expressed the intent to preserve adominant patrilineal familial structure and the subsidiary status ofwomen within it. The bill also introduced limits on women's participationin the public arena by conditioning their right to work on husband'spermission - a provision nowhere to be found in the shari'a and itsofficial schools of interpretation but abundantly manifest in Algeriancustoms of women's effacement and dependence on male kin7.
During the NPA debates, some ten delegates tried in vain to remind theirpeers of constitutional provisions on gender equality and theuniversalization of citizenry to both sexes. But they faced staunchconservatives who opposed the faintest idea of equal legal status for menand women. The Minister of Justice, in his introductory remarks, left nodoubt as to the position of the modernizing state builders: to construct
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"the legislative reference, within the framework of Islamic principles,which ought to guarantee the rights of a woman, and her position aspartner of man and mother in society". The chair of the Assembly'sAdministrative and Legislative Commission clarified the matter:"Marriage is based on equality between husband and wife, except inlegal responsibility, and familial authority, a natural prerogative of thehusband".
Some conservative delegates considered the bill to be "a counter-strikeagainst those impregnated with secular views". Others affirmed that thebill represented an opportunity to "reject secularism because it has madewomen into merchandise"8. Fear of secularity eloquently encompasses afear of individuality and the sexual and social empowerment of women.To counter this, conservatives stressed not only marriage but itspolygamous form as the best guarantor of male control. "Polygamy is ahumanitarian action which helps reduce the rate of divorce", said one,"and has a raison d'être in case the wife is either sterile, seriously ill, orthe husband fears marital discord".
The bill, not enacted during the 1982 legislature, was discreetlywithdrawn in the face of the onslaught of conservatives, marchesorganized by independent women from professional circles, and theprotests of a few war veterans concerned about the promulgation ofsuch retrograde provisions. These dissents were early highlights in theannals of "civil disobedience" in post-independence Algeria.
Ten years later, on the eve of the first multi-party legislative electionsscheduled for January 1992, the Islamist parties headed by the IslamicSalvation Front (FIS) pronounced the end of secularism in Algeria and theestablishment of the Islamic Republic 9. The organic ties binding thenostalgia of "specific socialism" to the puritanism of the Islamists wasbrought into the open. The process was helped by the so-calledrepresentatives of civil society - the NPA delegates. The primary catalystremained the issue of legislation and women's status, in a word: gender.
Although the 1982 Personal Status bill was withdrawn, pressure soonmounted from conservative quarters to issue family and personal statuslegislation in accordance with shari’a injuctions and traditional mores,especially those pertaining to the predominance of kin over individual, inparticular over individual females. On June 9, 1984, the Qanun al-Usrah(Family Code) was enacted as Law no. 84-11. All its provisions, withoutexception, confine women to a relational model of dependence, be it inmarriage or divorce, in legal representation, or in matters of succession10.Of particular relevance to a discussion of women's marginalization fromdomestic decision-making was the desperate maneuvering ofconservative delegates during the 1984 debates on polygamy as anunconditional provision in the Code. Polygamy is far from widespread in
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Algeria. Both local customs and the growing atomization of familystructures under the pressures of commercialization and urbanizationhave discouraged polygamous unions. In fact, advocates introducedpolygamy in the Assembly in order to enforce social control by ensuringthe durability of the extended family and the primary role and status ofwomen as reproducers.
Family Code, Reproduction and Jihad

The 1984 Family Code merely reproduced provisions of the shari’a aselaborated between the eighth and twelfth centuries by Muslim legalscholars. In one deviation, though, the government bill would have madepolygamy conditional upon the consent of the first wife as well as thesecond. This was sufficient to provoke an uproar that turned the debatesinto a conference on polygamy. According to Article 8 of the proposedCode:
It is permitted to contract marriage with more than one wifewithin the limits of shari’a if the motive is justified, the conditionsand intentions of equity provided, and after the consultation ofthe preceding and future wife. Either wife may take judicial actionagainst the husband, or request divorce should he ignore herrefusal to consent.

This constituted a departure from the more permissive original Qur'anicverse, (chapter 4, verse 2):
If you fear that you cannot treat orphans with fairness, then youmay marry other women who seem good to you: two, three orfour of them. But if you fear that you cannot maintain equalityamong them, marry one only or any slave girl you may own. Thiswill make it easier for you to avoid injustice.

Conservative delegates swiftly and violently denounced the Article as"heretic". The minutes of the official journal disclose no trace ofinterventions by secularist members. Out of 60 interventions reported inthe minutes, 45 opposed placing conditions on polygamy. Some delegatesthought it unrealistic to allow a judge to decide on conditions of equity,and that the matter should be left to the husband's conscience 11.According to the Arabic version of the clause on divorce (Article 53),women can only "request to be made divorced" by husbands, through ajudge (hence tatleeq and not talaq). For some delegates, even this oughtnot be granted to wives: "Polygamy cannot possibly be invoked as areason for tatleeq, since it is legitimized by shari’a".
Perhaps the most startling intervention held that: 

Polygamy is not to be disputed, whatever the case, for a Muslimstate is one based on Jihad, and this calls for the involvement of
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men alone. To whom will women be left in the case of Jihad, andhow will society be protected from subsequent depravity, ifwidows cannot find parties to marry? Polygamy is therefore amust12.
The idiosyncratic logic of patriarchal conservatism, however, was not thelast word. Despite the hysteria of intransigent conservatives over theadoption of conditional polygamy, representatives of the neo-patriarchalelite managed to outmaneuver them and include the government-proposed article. The chair "scientifically" explained that "… sinceAlgeria's population is comprised of 48 percent males and 52 percentfemales, four girls out of 52 would remain unmarried, and would fallprey to non-Muslim unions or even depravation; therefore polygamy isjustified in a statistical sense"13.
This illustrates the state's recourse to science as a legitimating discourse.The state inserts itself as the "knower", relying on technocrats andexperts whose competence cannot be easily disputed by lay people. Thecrux of neo-patriarchy in Algeria is that it relies both on transcendentalworldviews to confront radical and secular opinion, and on technical,rational "proof" to dissuade conservatives. This typical maneuvering ofAlgeria's political class - the military and bureaucratic elites - wentunnoticed as long as the processes of state-building concerned theinfrastructural public arena - industrialization, mechanization ofagriculture and, above all, systematic socialization via extendedschooling.
A Durkheimian model of "social cohesion", within a framework ofseemingly "organic solidarity" was promoted as the dominantmechanism for coping with social change. The enchantment of changestopped on the doorstep of the domestic familial arena wheremechanisms of "mechanical solidarities" stood firm against the stateincursions. In Algeria, family confines are, by and large, designated as"horma" (sacred intimacy), a term that stems etymologically from"haram" (forbidden). "Horma" also refers to the wife or, invariably, allthe women of the family. Where other spheres of social organizingremained docile and even welcoming, gender has stood up to theconfusing eclectism of the state's legitimation discourse.
Our understanding of social change has long been under the spell ofconceptualizations born out of the positivist and evolutionist approachesof 19th century European thinkers who were themselves deeplyinfluenced by changes which took place in the industrial and colonialstage of capitalism. Such social theorizing has all been done in theabsence of gender analysis. Women are subsumed as "man", which notonly occludes their particularity but subverts social thinking. How are weto address the mimetism of so-called developing societies, their docility
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concerning structural integration into an international capitalist systemand their fierce opposition to "modern" normative conceptualizations ofgender roles as well as secular knowledge? How can we explain therelapse of complex societies whenever women attempt to attain somekind of self-decision-making and individual empowerment?
At this point social theorizing needs to include a more subtleconceptualization of the various patterns of social reproduction, withinwhat I call the "resilience of patriarchal reflexes". Although the scopeand concern of this article does not allow for more detailedconsiderations of the analysis of "patriarchal reflexes", it is essential topoint out that the occultation of women as makers of history, and ascentral actors in the dynamics of both reproduction and socialreproduction, has certainly affected perceptions of social change thus far.
The fears of the Algerian delegates concerning the "dilution" of genderroles and status are comparable to the fears of their Americanconservative counterparts. Without elaborating, there are interestingsimilarities between the panic of Algerian MPs when confronted with thepossibility that Algerian women might take control of the process ofreproduction, and by extension social reproduction, and the forcefulfight by conservative members of the US Congress to deny Americanwomen, as individual decision-makers, access to abortion. Such outcriesprincipally express a protectionist reflex of women's reproductive role,and implicitly reject their sexual empowerment as a menace toreproductive statuses as wife and mother. Women's access to citizenshipis jeopardized by the problematic of reproduction.
Albeit superficial, the comparison of Algeria and the US hints at theresidual patriarchal reflexes of the modern state, be it in its advancedcapitalistic phase or dependent formation. Its legitimation hinges on thepreservation of the private familial arena, and its basic reliance onwomen's reproductive role and domestic status.
In Algeria, women's access to the public arena - that is, to citizenry - holdssway within a clientelist dynamic. Consider the generally favorableintegration of women in public processes, such as education, health andservices. The state offers these packaged as "constitutional rights", butuses them as "favors". The majority of women, facing a very reluctant ifnot hostile social context, perceive them as such. In exchange, women areexpected to endorse a weak and inadequate status as citizens byaccepting their effacement from major decision-making processes,especially those pertaining to personal status and family legislation.
Algeria's female citizens look upon the state as a liberator, despite theformidable regressions it has engendered in matters related to personalstatus. Today, feminists in Algeria continue to call upon the interventionof the state to halt the Islamist upsurge and implement a model of
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universal citizenry within the framework of a democratic republic. Butstate legitimation has been seriously undermined by the more universalappeal of the pan-Islamic revolution. One might expect that, in a last bidto hold political power, the dominant nationalistic elite together with thearmy will continue to maneuver within the clientelist relations it hasestablished with feminists and democrats alike. Yet the de-legitimationprocess seems irreversible. The contention for power will, sooner or later,have to stem from civil society at large, discarding the state as theomnipotent decider/protector in Algeria. It is then that the bid forcitizenry will be open for all to construct. For women, this means a longand painful process.
Boutheina Cheriet teaches comparative education and the sociology ofeducation at the University of Algiers. She is presently a visiting fellow atthe Brookings Institution in Washington, DC.
Notes:

1. I propose here a maverick use of anthropological observation, whereby theobserver is thoroughly embedded in the processes as actor. I enjoyed seeminglyideal conditions of liberation, individualization and professionalism, guaranteedby my status as a public employee, a university professor. My marriage into aninfluential family of Tebessa, a small town (approximately 700 km southeast ofAlgiers) with residual tribal configurations, returned me to statuses, roles andbehavior expressive more of kin constraints and allegiances than of a free andautonomous individual directly relating to state institutions and structures. Mystatus as wife led me to play along two contrary registers: appear as aprofessional, efface as a wife.
2. See Hisham Sharabi, Neo-Patriarchy, (New-York: Oxford University Press, 1988).
3. See Boutheina Cheriet, "Feminism and Fundamentalism: Algeria's Rites of Passageto Democracy", in J.P. Entelis and P.C. Naylor, eds., State and Society in Algeria,(Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1992), pp. 171-215.
4. See Fatima Mernissi, Beyond the Veil: Male-Female Dynamics in Modern MuslimSociety, (London: Al Saqi Books, 1985).
5. The official reference for personal status in Algeria is al-Qanun al-Usrah (theFamily Code). The documents cited here include "Law no. 84-11", The OfficialJournal of the Algerian Democratic and Popular Republic, (Algiers, June 9, 1984);Parliamentary Debates no. 126, 1982; nos. 46, 47, 48, 52, 1984, The OfficialJournal of the National Popular Assembly (JOAPN), (Algiers). These latterrepresent the minutes of the 1982 and 1984 debates on the family code. Alldocuments are in French. Translations by the author.
6. Between 1980 and 1983, various movements of civil disobedience characterizedthe Algerian political scene for the first time since independence in 1962. Threetypes of contestation manifested themselves almost simultaneously: the ethnicBerber demands for official recognition of the Berber Amazigh language andculture; the Islamists' demands for the total Islamisation of Algeria and feministdemands for full implementation of women's constitutional citizenship rights,
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threatened by the then Personal Status legislation. This diverse opposition tostate monolithism heralded the October 1988 riots marking the delegitimation ofthe one-party system.
7. For an insightful account of Qur'anic verses pertaining to the religious, social andlegal position of women, see Abdel Hamid al-Shawaribi, Al-Huquq al-Siyassia lil-Mar'a fil-Islem (Women's Political Rights in Islam), (Alexandria: Mansha'at al-Ma'arif, 1987).
8. JOAPN 126, p. 3. One might mistake this remark for a Weberian observation onsecularism and the transformation of social relations.
9. Ibid., pp. 10-11.
10. See Boutheina Cheriet, "Specific Socialism and Illiteracy amongst Women: AComparative Study of Algeria and Tanzania", (PhD dissertation, University ofLondon Institute of Education, 1987), p. 195.
11. The plenary sessions of 23-24 April, 1984 (JOAPN, nos. 46, 47 and 52).
12. JOAPN 46, pp. 19-21.
13. Abdel'aziz Sa'ad, "Nidham Ta'adud al-Zaujat fi-Qawa'id al-shari’a wal-Qawaneenal-Wadh'iyya" (Polygamy in the Rules of the shari’a and Positive Laws), al-Thaqafa(Ministry of Culture Review) 95, September-October 1986, pp. 197-211.Translation by the author.
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Algeria : 
In Defense of Intellectuals 

Marie Chaumeil

T
oday, in Algeria, the execution and murder of women, foreignersand intellectuals by Muslim extremists have become systematic. Suchtypically fascist acts have given rise to feelings of outrage. Logically,therefore, one would expect that the most lucid would rally around astruggle against such a political vision or, at the very least, in defense ofthe memory of the victims. Instead, in the French left-wing press it is notuncommon to read harsh criticism about the role of those intellectualswho remain in Algeria and their assassination evokes little compassion.

Two Lines of Argument Underlie the Attitudes of Such Critics

1) By working in their country, especially in the institutions of thestate, these men and women, journalists, professors, schoolprincipals and deans of universities, lawyers and physicians, haveput themselves at the service of a system which is brutallyrepressive, unjust and corrupt. By accepting to be functionariesthey are deemed to have joined the category of 'the enemy of thepeople', and therefore, their physical elimination seems justifiable.
2) In addition these intellectuals live cut-off from the people, nolonger sharing the lifestyles or values of the people, nor do theyrepresent any real social force.

Whereas to me, an ordinary witness of events since 1962, thesearguments, which are presented as being self-evident, appear to behighly debatable and, in my opinion, there is an urgent need to questionthem.
In response to the first set of accusations, a simple historicalcontextualization will help us analyze the concept of 'serving the state'.In 1962 when, after eight years of war, Algeria gained independence, the
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Algerians deeply desired to serve their country; i.e., to breathe life intothe state for which they had fought.
Even though the state rapidly turned out to be undemocratic, themajority of educated citizens desired to participate in the process ofbuilding up the country - to open schools, to provide health care for thepeople, to build what was necessary - in short, to fight against the miseryand ignorance inherited from the colonial period. While there is nodoubt that the initial enthusiasm provided an alibi for an abusive power,this too needs to be seen in perspective. The Algerian government didnot always have the negative image it possesses today; in the eyes of thepeople, certain proposed projects did enjoy legitimacy (in particular, themass literacy and free health care programmes).
To the second series of accusations, one can respond with the following:it is true that by nature intellectuals are attracted to values which are notdependant on religion but is this reason enough to conclude that theyare alienated from people's concerns and incapable of mobilizing supportas the Islamist fundamentalists do?
How is an Algerian intellectual different from a Japanese intellectual, orfrom his Russian or Canadian counterpart? To be an intellectual requiresa conscious breaking away from social norms. Conducting research inarchaeology, working in molecular biology, unravelling the mysteries ofthe manuscripts of the 12th century mathematicians of Bajai'a, all implyan existence devoted to the disciplined pursuit of rational and systematicknowledge and this life is not the life of the male peasant, nor that ofthe woman worker assembling television sets. Are we comfortably andpassively resigned to the division of labour? How? The division of labour -an old debate - is outrageous if it is not based on the principle ofcompetence. What is deplorable here is not that there are intellectuals inlaboratories but that all those who could have moved up the ladder,because of their intrinsic ability and their willingness to work, did nothave the opportunity to do so. However, over the last thirty years, despitefacing difficulties of all sorts, some people did nevertheless emerge withminds open to the problems of knowledge, to those of the world, tothose of their country. Thankfully they did not disappear into thepeasantry, much to the vexation of the anachronistic Maoists. Bravo tothe doggedly determined generation of first teachers who shattered theignorance into which the people were plunged during the colonialperiod. Let us not become party to the process directed againstintellectuals under all darkened skies. Finally, by what right have certainconfused minds appropriated the people's question in order to condemnthe vital and lifesaving exercise of intelligence!
Let us denounce, and quickly so, another aspect of this criticism: that isthat the finer sensibilities of the intellectuals find the simplicity of the
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people intolerable. How does this classification function here? Let usexamine the concept. We come up with three possible variations:
a) The people are simple just as childhood is simple (oh Freud!) andthey are becoming good little people - unpolished and naïve; orelse,
b) The people are simple, as in simple-minded, and naturally theyshow themselves incapable of any understanding, in short they aresimpletons. If an intellectual is the one who writes and publisheshis ideas, who could have written this sinister and paternalisticnonsense? Do we find these in the texts of sociologists like Liabes,or psychiatrists like Boucebci?
c) Thirdly, it is possible that the people are simple in the sense ofpossessing a deep rustic simplicity that intuitively (Ah, long liveintuition! Down with reasoning!), senses the real values, thosewhich one can immediately trust; values rooted in the land, in race,in blood and in implicit identity. Well there, yes, we are up againsta dangerous simplicity as it has its roots in popular superstition andserves as a refuge for the ideas of the extreme right. Since Spinoza,we can no longer ignore the fact that populist thought flirts withsuperstition; the mode of prejudice swayed by its passions, clingingto symbols or to effects rather than focusing on root causes. TheAlgerian people are no less susceptible than others to this chimeraand Algerian intellectuals must guard the people against suchspontaneity.

Let us ask a first question. How would putting the intellectuals on trialchange the historical situation? How would it help in comprehending thecontinuum of reality, the singular depth of the use of violence (of alltypes - physical, political and symbolic) in Algerian society?
And now let us ask a second question: what is in fact the relationshipbetween Islamist fundamentalism and the people and how do we definethe symbiosis between the FIS and the people? It is true that the bulk ofthe FIS cadre and supporters - consisting of all those who were leftalienated and excluded at the fault of the education policies in the 70s -live close to the people, but we are never told about the nature of thisunion nor how it functions. They make us believe in a political idyll and ifwe doubt it, we become agents of the government, a part of thenomenklatura. Let us try instead to understand the basis of therelationship between FIS and the people.
The essential factors which drive this relationship are physical violence (itis pointless to describe this, it is dazzlingly clear), corruption (oh yes!) -hidden but nonetheless real (buying votes at elections, 150 dinars for apro-FIS vote, the equivalent of a day's work; the use of positions in theadministration for distributing favours), and finally through prohibitions -
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the royal way of hijacking minds - a method which is best implemented inthe mosques, schools, colleges and universities; wherever the youth are.
In a religion of purification such as Islam, it is easy for a threateningpreacher to manipulate the licit and the illicit (the 'yadjouz' and the 'layadjouz'). Let us consider a few practical examples of these injunctions.From now on, going to the hamman (public baths) is unworthy ofbelievers because it involves nudity. This is no minor injunction. It meansthat personal hygiene becomes impossible. How do you clean yourselfproperly in our overcrowded apartments, where the people are too poorto install a water tank to overcome the frequent cut-offs in the watersupply? This ban has also abolished a centuries-old tradition ofcommunity living. The joyous and occasionally steamy promiscuity of thehamman was like a party, a respite from life's daily worries. Even themost secluded woman had the inalienable right of having a bath once amonth in order to purify herself but henceforth the hamman, a secularplace of purification, has been converted into a source of impurity.
In the same context of day to day living women have been forbidden towear makeup. This strikes at the heart of popular Arab culture. Whichwomen, no matter how poor, would like to come out without her eyesmade up, without a hint of perfume? The sophisticated tradition ofpersonal care and beauty that the people managed to preserve in theirdaily lives - how has it been affected by Islamist fundamentalism?
Of course, there is a ban on songs, especially the songs of those who haveno voice, who only have access to brothels and dives, raï music. Thesuffering of the wretched does not have the right to make itself heard -that voice which, having nothing to lose, dares express the oppressionsuffered in an inhuman society. For the people, Islamist fundamentalismrepresents the mourning of their own history.
While these bans distort the meaning of life, others are blatantlycriminal, like the one in the summer of 1990 when there was a typhoidepidemic in one of the regions of the country. The doctors recommendedthat people chlorinate water before drinking it. The Islamistfundamentalists spread the rumour that this practice was not permissibleas it would prevent them from having children. From the sterilization ofwater to genital sterilization! That's great logic.
There will of course be retorts to these examples: we will be told that theIslamist fundamentalists are playing an important role by helping thedeprived, by helping all those whom the exploitative state neglected;that one cannot deny. Huge amounts of foreign financial aid, immenseamounts of money from the bazaars1, and corruption have enabled theestablishment of a network for social aid. But shouldn't one ask whetherthis is an act of charity as preached in Islam or a medium-term politicalinvestment? I am inclined to side with the second hypothesis as these do-gooders seem to me to be quite selective: they do not embrace all those
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who are marginalised. They especially ignore those whose destitutionquestions the restrictions and taboos of Algerian society (abandonedchildren, unwed mothers, women who end up on the streets because ofdivorce, AIDS). This solicitude defines for itself what it considers to besocial priorities and can therefore transform a child care center into amosque (it happened in the district of Asphodeles in the city of Algiers).
Islamist fundamentalism has no intention of resolving the enormousproblems facing Algeria (demographic problems, the chronic shortage ofwater, the foreign debt…). It is manipulating the desire for justice, forthe introduction of morality in public life, only to further its own gameand further confuse the issues.
One must therefore have the courage to draw two conclusions:

a) The symbiosis of the Islamist fundamentalists and the people iscomparable to what students of ecology study in the relationshipbetween a parasite and its host organism, the former lives off thestrength of the latter which it exhausts slowly but surely until thehost dies; we are dealing here with a malignant relationship.
b) If this political trend indicates the state of misery to which theAlgerian people have been reduced, it can in no way represent thealternative that so many are hoping for.

Let us therefore refuse to become party to the latest mystificationspropagated by the populists and demagogues who are galvanised byquestionable motives; let us refuse to share space with those who shootat any who dare to learn and think; let us say no to this form of bigotry;this criminal vision of God and of the world.
September 1994

Note:

1. i.e., the trader class.
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Women's Rights Activist
Assassinated in Algeria

Human Rights Watch

February 17, 1995

H
uman Rights Watch's Women's Rights Project and Middle Eastdivision today deplored the assassination by suspected Islamistmilitants of Algerian women's rights activist Nabila Djahnine. Ms.Djahnine, a thirty-year-old architect who led an organization called theCry of Women, was killed on February 15 in Tizi Ouzou, the capital city ofthe Kabyle region. According to a February 16 El-Watan report, she wasgunned down by two men in a car as she walked to work. No one hasclaimed responsibility for the murder, believed to have been committedby Islamist militants. The killing follows other attacks by extremists onwell-known activists, intellectuals and others opposed to the politicalgoals of the Islamist opposition.

Ms. Djahnine, a well-known activist in Tizi Ouzou since she was a student,helped start a magazine called the Voice of Women in 1990. In herwriting, she defended Algerian women's right to participate in the civiland political life of their country. Despite escalating attacks on activistsknown for their opposition to the agenda of the armed Islamist militants,Ms. Djahnine remained an outspoken advocate for women's rights. Ms.Djahnine's organization has called for the elimination of discriminatoryprovisions from Algeria's family code, which governs marriage, divorce,child custody and inheritance. The code has been denounced by womenactivists in Algeria for denying women thier rights and making themminors under the law regardless of their age. 
Since the cancellation of parliamentary elections in 1992, fightingbetween the Algerian government and the armed Islamist opposition hasled to a severe deterioration in human rights conditions in Algeria.
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Suspected Islamists have been detained and subjected to torture andmistreatment in detention. Islamist militants have targeted civilians fromall walks of life - including prominent intellectuals, public figures,journalists and foreigners - in their armed struggle.
Increasingly, women have been the targets of such violence. Women whowork outside the home - including shop-owners, teachers, journalists andmagistrates - have been threatened and killed by Islamist militants.Women have been threatened with violence if they refuse, or, in othercases, if they choose, to wear the veil. Other women have beenthreatened with death by extremists because of their own or familymembers' identification with the government or security forces. Algeriandefenders of women's rights believe that the armed Islamist groupstarget women as important cultural symbols: by driving women from thestreets, the Islamist militants demonstrate their power to impose theculture they envision for Algeria.
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More Crumbs for Women?
Hameeda Hossain

Farida Rahman MP’s Private Member’s Bill on a proposed amendment tosection V1 of the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance 1961 has become amuch-talked-about subject because of its unconventional andcontentious nature. Particularly, various women’s activist groups haveshown tremendous interest in it. The subject of the bill raises the wholeissue of women’s rights of general interests. Therefore, we are publishinga critical article today and welcome more pieces for and against themotion. Editor, Women On the Move.

I
t is not often that legislation in Bangladesh concerns itself withwomen’s rights. This explains why Farida Rahman’s Private Member’sBill to amend the procedure for polygamy under clause 6 of theMuslim Family Laws Ordinance 1961 (MFLO) has created such a ripple.Procedural objections raised by the Law Ministry and by members in thecommittee may lead to further amendments. Outside the house, womenhave expressed their concern on two counts: that the proposedamendment, as it stands, is not likely to realise its intention of“restricting polygamy in order to alleviate violence against women”; thatthe bill was not drafted through consultation with women’s groups andorganisations involved in the women’s movement, to make this impactmore comprehensive. There is a strong feeling that the bill is offering uscrumbs when we need bread.

Farida Rahman’s bill does not address the issue of polygamy. As long as aman’s superior rights in marriage and divorce are not challenged, womenwill remain vulnerable to oppression and violence. What we need toquestion is the effectiveness of procedural laws stop far short ofdelegitilising polygamy. If such laws are meant to be a deterrent, howeffectively can women use the court system, given their social andeconomic dependency? And is the woman expected to abdicate hermarital decisions to the Court?
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The proposed amendment to section 6 of the MFLO requires a mancontemplating a second marriage during the life time of his first wife, toseek the permission of the Court (the Assistant Judge) instead of that ofthe Arbitration Council (constituted by the Chairman of the UnionParishad or Municipal Ward, Mayor of Municipal Corporation). The billseeks to deter violence against women merely by allowing her the rightto appeal to court, if her husband marries without her permission.
Although the MFLO may have been a step ahead of existing laws, it didnot meet all of women’s demands, which included a ban on polygamy. Itwas meant to discourage rather than delegitimise polygamy. Thereforethe practice continued unabated. Loopholes in the laws itself allowedmen to violate its intent. To recall, section 6 requires a husbandcontemplating a subsequent marriage to apply for permission to theArbitration Council “where his previous wife is resident”. It is assumedthat a nearby location would increase access by the women plaintiff orher representatives; it envisages mediation to permit the woman or herfamily to be heard. It has been argued that the Arbitration Council, beinginefficient and susceptible to influence and power, concedes permissionall too easily and sometimes without proper reasons. The grounds forpermitting remarriage, included a wife’s inability to have children, herphysical handicap, mental derangement and her refusal to maintainconjugal relations.
The MFLO requires a written application to be made by the husbandconfirming that he had obtained his previous wife/wives’ consent hasbeen open to abuse. There are grounds to believe that wives are coercedto give their consent. In other cases they pretend to have obtainedconsent, in the full confidence of woman’s reluctance to create a publicscandal. An affidavit or direct statement from a wife is not a currentrequirement. The man’s liability in marrying without permission has notbeen a sufficient deterrent, being restricted to financial measures(immediate payment of dower and fine) or imprisonment of one year.Since there was no stipulation for annulment of the marriage, bothmarriages remained operative. It became a continuing cause for genderviolence.
Farida Rahman in an interview with Bhorer Kagoj on 19 July hasrationalised her amendment on several grounds: first, the need tomodernise society; second that the court’s jurisdiction would act as agreater deterrent against polygamy. Third, it would stop marital violenceprovoked by a wife’s refusal to give permission for her husband’sremarriage. Fourth, it would lead to the realisation of full equality in thepublic sphere as articulated in the Constitution of Bangladesh.
The methods by which the proposed amendment is likely to fulfil itsprofessed intention is unclear. If modernisation presumes equal rights for
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women and men, the Bill does not even question the inequality inherentin polygamy. The argument that recourse to a formal judicial structure islikely to provide a greater deterrent to polygamy may seem appealing,but the social reality needs to be examined before partial changes areintroduced. If a woman’s subordination is based on systemic inequalities,will it make a world of a difference to change the forum for obtainingpermission from an Arbitration Council to an Assistant Judge? For middleclass women and their families this may indeed be possible, but how willthe overwhelming number of poor rural and urban women find access tocourts? The cost incurred in travelling to distant courts is in itselfdiscouraging. If the court appears a forbidding institution for a man, it iseven less approachable for a woman whose life is circumscribed by herneighbourhood and her village. In spite of its susceptibility to power andinfluence it could be argued that the local arbitration council located inthe place of residence of the first wife, would be more accessible to bothparties. Weak enforcement mechanisms are evident in all levels ofgovernance not only in local government. What surety is there that aformal structure could be more effective in detecting deviations, unlessproper procedures are instituted to ensure the woman’s participation atthe hearings.
Many marriages in Bangladesh are not registered (a proper census wouldindicate the frequency) in ignorance of the requirement of the MuslimMarriage and Divorces (Registration) 1974 or even in full awareness.Without registration it may be difficult even to trace the number ofmarriages a man may have entered into. Desertion is more common bymen when the marriage is unregistered because it makes it more difficultfor the wife to sustain charges of desertion against him. Yet there is nomachinery to guard against this. 
The third argument that obtaining permission from Court would deterviolence against women is hypothetical. Violence is perpetrated for morethan one reason, and what logic suggests that men would not beat theirwives if the court refuses permission? For that matter there are frequentreports to suggest that polygamous men are also violent. Violence impliesmore than physical injury and women are frequently exposed to neglect,both physical and emotional, threats, oppression, whether it is over thetriviality of a pot of unsalted rice or over more serious maters such asproperty or maintenance.
Legislators must realise that this exploitative situation has prefailedbecause of the economic dependence of women, added to their lack ofawareness. Ignorance and lack of social support has led to a non-application of the law, both in registering their marriage or in filingobjections against the husband’s second marriage. Would they be morelikely to appear before the court than an Arbitration Council?
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Farida Rahman asserts that her bill conforms with the equality provisionof Article 28 of the Constitution of Bangladesh. The sanction of polygamyand arbitrary divorce by itself violated this principle. As long as men areable to enter into polygamous relationships, with or without permission,as long as their subsequent marriage remains valid, and women have nomeans to assert their independence, the equality clause will remainineffective.
The member of Parliament has spoken as the representative of thewomen of Bangladesh. If this is so, she should consult with women’sorganisations, lawyers and other activists who have been engaged in thestruggle to defend women’s rights. If she can elicit their opinion she willrealise that a major plank of her struggle for legal equality is theabolition of polygamy and enactment of a uniform personal code for allcommunities.
Tunisia, Turkey and Iraq as Muslim countries have not hesitated to abolishpolygamy. Even when it proposes to deal with only a particular aspect ofthe MFLO, the Bill needs to be far more rigorous, particularly byincorporating protective clauses relating to maintenance, payment ofdower, a woman’s unilateral right to divorce in polygamous marriages.
Farida Rahman may have done a service by drawing the attention of theparliament to the glaring inadequacies of the MFLO. The answer,however, does not lie in cosmetic changes alone. What we need is a moreserious and collective consultation to eliminate the sources of genderdiscrimination. A National Commission for Women needs to beestablished to identify the bases of inequality and exploitation of womenmore comprehensively, rather than referring to only one single aspect oftheir lives; constitutional guarantees should extend to all citizens. Thepresent amendment is applicable only in the case of Muslim women, andmakes no pretence of extending its provision for women of othercommunities. It is high time that the government set up such acommission, perhaps as part of their Law Reform Commission.
To be meaningful it should not remain an exercise in partisan politics. Itshould draw upon women activists, lawyers, researchers and others whohave had years of experience in working with women. Affirmative effortsneed to be made to hear the voices of women at the grass-roots, bothurban and rural. The purpose of these consultations with women of allclasses and religious communities would allow for more representativeparticipation in formulating the principles of law as well as the means fortheir enforcement. This is the true test for democracy.
The process needs to be more participatory and at the same time morespecific. There are indeed precedents for popular methods of evaluationin other countries, from which we can learn. Before it enters the statutebooks the Bill needs to be expanded and discussed both in and out of
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parliament. Unfortunately women lack effective representation in theparliament. Therefore, it is all the more necessary for women toarticulate their concerns through the press, through meetings and otherforums. The women’s movement is also on test here to stop acceptingcrumbs and then complain that little has changed in their lives.
The writer is a freelance writer and member of Ain O Salish Kendra, alegal aid and mediation centre. The views expressed here are those of theauthor alone.
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From Confiscation to Charges of
Apostasy
The Implications of the Egyptian Court Decision
Ordering the Divorce of Dr. Nasr Hamed Abu-Zeid
from his Wife, Dr. Ibthal Younis

The Center for Human Rights Legal Aid (CHRLA)

Freedom of Academic Research

C
HRLA is greatly alarmed by the Cairo Court of Appeals ruling ofJune 14, 1995, which ordered the divorce of Nasr Hamed Abu-Zeid(the Cairo University professor) from his wife, Dr. Ibthal Younis, onthe grounds that he was an apostate because of the opinions containedin his published research.

The argumentation of the ruling raises problems related to freedom ofthought, religious interpretation and belief, and the privacy of familyrelationships. It also brings into question issues regarding theconstitutional framework, the existing laws of the country and therulings and principle of independence of the Court of Cassation (the finalcourt of appeal), and how these comply with the international humanrights agreements to which Egypt is a signatory. Lastly, it raises thequestion as to what extent any official or unofficial party has a legitimateclaim in a bringing a case of apostasy against any individual on the basisof his or her opinions and personal beliefs. CHRLA believes that beforediscussing these issues, we should briefly review the facts surroundingthis crisis which is now threatening the future and development ofEgyptian society.
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The crisis began within the walls of Cairo University while members ofthe Standing Committee of Academic Tenure and Promotion weredebating Abu-Zeid's candidacy for promotion to full professor. It was atthis point that charges of apostasy were first leveled against him. Thisresulted in the court case calling for the divorce, and finally culminated inthe issuing of a fatwa by the armed Islamic group, Jihad, calling for Abu-Zeid's blood. We hope that Nasr Hamed Abu-Zeid is not subjected to thesame fate as the intellectual, Farag Foda, who was assassinated in 1993,nor the Nobel laureate, Naguib Mahfouz, who survived an assassinationattempt last year. We expect the Court of Cassation to settle this point ofcontention in order to overcome the beasts of darkness who issue deaththreats at those who dare to think or advocate freedom of opinion orreligious belief.
1. Events from the committee report to the divorce case

The events of the crisis began in May 1992 when Dr. Abu-Zeid presentedhis academic publications to the Standing Committee of Academic Tenureand Promotion for advancement to the position of full professor. Thesepublications included the books, Imam Shafai and the Founding ofMedieval Ideology and The Critique of Religious Discourse, in addition toeleven other studies published in several Arab and foreign journals. Thecommittee prepared three reports on Dr. Abu-Zeid's research, two ofthem in favor of his promotion based on his obvious efforts to propel theIslamic community forwards and his ability to productively interact withthe Islamic tradition. However, the third report, submitted by Dr. Abdel-Sabur Shahin, resembled those of the Spanish Inquisition. The report wasnot based on an intellectual critique of the contents of Dr. Abu-Zeid'sresearch, but rather on an investigation into his intentions by which itsought to establish the illegitimacy of Abu-Zeid's application forpromotion on the basis that his research consisted of "clear affronts tothe Islamic faith". The report also criticized the orthodoxy of Abu-Zeid'sfaith.
Basing its decision solely on the negative report, the Committee ruledseven votes to six that Abu-Zeid's publications did not justify promotion.The Council of the Arabic Department prepared a report stating itsobjection to the committee's decision. The Council of the Faculty of Artsalso submitted a report detailing its procedural concerns regarding theTenure and Promotion Committee report. However, the Council of CairoUniversity, in a meeting on 18 March 1993, adopted the Committeereport.
At that point, the case was completely transported outside the confinesof Cairo University and provoked intense debate among intellectuals. It isunderstandable that in the prevailing climate of religious fanaticism, thetenure battle would lead to charges against Abu-Zeid of apostasy, and
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consequently to threats against his life. An escalation of the crisis occuredwhen a lawyer brought in a suit before the Giza Lower Personal StatusCourt calling for the divorce of Abu-Zeid from his wife, Dr. Ibthal Younis,on the grounds of his alleged apostasy. Attempts were began to involveal-Azhar in the ongoing battle. However, on 27 January 1994, the GizaPersonal Status Court ruled against accepting the divorce suit because theplaintiff had no direct, personal interest in the matter.
It should be noted that on 31 May 1995 - two weeks before the divorceruling - the Cairo University Council decided to promote Abu-Zeid to fullprofessorship after the matter was reviewed by the Academic Committeewhich said:

After reviewing the works submitted by Dr. Abu-Zeid in hisapplication for promotion, examining them both individually andas a whole, we have reached the following conclusion: hisprodigious academic efforts demonstrate that he is a researcherwell-rooted in his academic field, well-read in our Islamicintellectual traditions, and with a knowledge of all its manybranches - Islamic principles, theology, jurisprudence, Sufism,Quranic studies, rhetoric and linguistics - He has not rested on thelaurels of his in-depth knowledge of this field, but has taken aforthright, critical position. He does not attempt to make a critiqueuntil he has mastered the issues before him, investigating them byway of both traditional and modern methodologies. In sum he is afree thinker, aspiring only to the truth. If there is something urgentabout his style, it seems from the urgency of the crisis which thecontemporary Arab-Islamic World is witnessing and the necessity tohonestly identify the ills of this world in order that an effectivecure be found. Academic research should not be isolated fromsocial problems, but should be allowed to participate in currentdebates and to suggest solutions to current dilemnas by allowingresearchers to investigate and interpret as fas as possible.
This report appears to put a finger at the core of the current crisis, a crisiswhose danger extends further than the ruling of apostasy and divorce,but which also threatens to drag civilization backwards by denying thecommunity's need for free and creative intellectual work and byestablishing the domination of inflexible and fanatical ideas. Abu-Zeid'sonly crime is that he used his mind, giving free rein to his intellect, andundertook critical interpretation in an age which does not toleratecritical interpretation.
2. The general climate in which the ruling was made

The ruling was made in a general climate of armed violence andintellectual terrorism, unknown to our country for decades. It expresses a
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situation of intellectual and cultural retreat from the values ofenlightenment and progress. The ground is being paved for a flood ofvalues of intolerance, fanaticism, and intellectual inflexibility whichattempt to rehabilitate interpretations by material scholars ofjurisprudence and subject society to their concepts.
Closing the door on critical interpretation grants a sacred quality to theseinterpretations and commentaries and prevents personal interpretationssuppressing, the freedom to doubt the opinions of ancestors. This is abasic freedom for scientific, intellectual, and cultural advancement. Thus,the realm of "rationalism" gives way to the domination of uncritical"transmission" of tradition, leaving Muslims no choice but to conform totradition. This imitation leads to fanaticism and inflexibility wherebyMuslims are declared apostates.
What befell our ancestors many years ago in the times of culturalbackwardness, happened also at the turn of the twentieth century and ishappening now at the end of the century. Although a certain trend tomake Islam in keeping with the spirit of the age was introduced by manyreligious innovators and reformers such as Gamal al-Din al-Afghani,Mohamed Abduh, Rashid Rida and others, it was not accepted by norencouraged by Islamic jurisprudents.
In the 1920's, there was a heated controversy over the freedom ofintellectuals. Sheikh Ali Abdel-Razek was taken to court on the basis ofhis book Islam and the Principles of Government, one of the rare booksthat managed to influence the intellectual atmosphere in the first half ofthe twentieth century. Abdel-Razek was accused of being a heretic andhe was dismissed from al-Azhar University and never attempted topublish another edition of his book.
In 1932, Taha Hussein was dismissed from the University after a disputethat lasted for six years over his book On Pre-Islamic Poetry. A group ofextremists reported him to the Public Prosecutor demanding the bookdestroyed, the author was to be prosecuted, and that he be dismissedfrom the university. Hussein was accused of apostasy on the basis that hedealt with the case of Ibrahim and Ismail in the Quran, the sevenreadings, and the lineage of the Prophet Mohamed.
Having examined the case, the prosecutor, Mohamed Nour, who wasassigned to question Hussein reported that: "the objective of the author,Taha Hussein, was not to merely challenge religion. The core sentences inthe book dealing with religion are there for the sake of enhancing theacademic research. Since the criminal intention is not valid, the case isdismissed". (Abdel Latif Mohamed, Political Jurisprudence in Egypt, PartIII, 1927 Edition, p. 1067-1073).
Compared to the cultural climate of the 1930's, the 1980's and the 1990'sare characterized by chaos and extremism. Dr. Ahmed Sobhy Mansour
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was dismissed from al-Azhar University and imprisoned for six months.This was based on a verdict reached by the university itself on thegrounds that he rejected a fundamental tenet of Islam in his research oftruth of some of the Prophet Mohamed's sayings, or Hadith.
Chaos and extremism have acquired an incredible force in the 1990's. Theclimax of the denial of freedom of thought was reached when the courtruled Abu-Zeid an apostate and that he must be divorced from his wife,although he announced his adherence to the creed of Islam.
CHRLA is concerned that this ruling might lead to the strengthening ofextremism and intellectual inflexibility, a climate that threatens thevalues of religious tolerance, freedom of thought, and expression. Such aclimate could lead to further rulings of apostasy by Egyptian courts,which, in turn, could be damaging to Egyptian society. Most significantly,these accusations serve only to legalize extremism.
3. The legal basis of the ruling

CHRLA believes that this ruling causes severe dilemmas and challengeswith regard to juristic and legal principles:
a. Invalidating the legal principle of crimes and penalties

The court ruling stated that apostasy was a crime punishable inaccordance with "Quranic punishments" and that it may be the groundsfor a case brought before the judiciary. This is contrary to Article 66 ofthe Constitution which states that "penalty is personal and there may beno crime established nor penalty inflicted except on the basis of the law".The Egyptian Penal Code does not recognize apostasy and, hence, it hasno legal definition that might assist the judiciary in deciding whether ornot apostasy may form the grounds of a legal court case.
Even in Civil Law, the Court of Cassation has ruled that apostasy couldonly be proved through specified ways: either a certificate from aspecialized religious institution certifying that the individual hasconverted to another religion or a confession by the individual that hehas converted.

"Since a Muslim inherits his/her religion from his/her parents,he/she does not need to re-announce his/her Faith". (Court ofCassation, 5/11/1975 - Court decisions 1926, p. 137).
"It is stated that for a person to be a Muslim it is enough that hearticulates his belief in Allah and the Prophet Mohamed. The judgemay not look into the seriousness of incentives behind theconfession. It is not necessary to make a public confession". (JusticeAzmy El Bakry, The Encyclopedia of Jurisprudence and the Judiciaryin Personal Status, 3rd Edition, p. 234)
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Concerning the same issue, the Court of Cassation adds that "Inaccordance with the established course of this court, religious belief isconsidered to be a spiritual matter, and consequently is to be judged onlyby what is explicitely declared. Therefore, a judge is not to investigatethe sincerity nor the motive of such declared statement". (Cassation 44,judicial year 40, session 26 January 1975). It has further ruled in anotherincident that "this court has always taken the course established by thelaw that religious belief is among matters in which the judgment shouldbe based on declared statement and by no means should the sincerity ormotives of this statement be questioned". (Cassation 51, judicial year 52,session 14 June 1981) (Both rulings in Azmy al-Bakry, p. 125)
Apostasy and its punishment of death are controversial issues amongIslamic scholars; some deny that such a crime exists in the first place,while others insist that it does. It is established that penalties must bedefined precisely in order that a judge may implement them in the casesbrought before him.
Article 2 of the Egyptian Constitution, stating that "the principle ofIslamic Sharia is the main source of law" may not be used as a basis forthe ruling. The Constitutional Court has ruled that "Article 2 of theConstitution stipulates that this clause has no legal force in and of itself.Instead, it is a discourse aimed at urging the legislator to amend new andexisting legislation in accordance with the principles of Islamic Sharia.Thus, Article 2 addresses no other, not even the Judiciary, but thelegislator. Consequently, the principles of Islamic Sharia do not have thepower of law unless a legislator makes such a law. Outside of this, Article2 is no more than a source of legislation".
The Constitutional Court adds that "if the Constitutional legislator hadwanted to make the principle of Islamic Sharia a part of the Constitutionspecifically, or had intended that these principles be enforced by thecourts regardless of particular legislation and procedures defined by theconstitution, he would have stipulated this explicitly". (Ruling of the HighConstitutional Appeals Court, Appeal session 1/20; 4/5/1985)
b. Contravention of the ruling established by fiqh and the judiciary

The court refused to acknowledge the fact that "Dr. Nasr Hamed Abu-Zeid is a Muslim". The Judge's understanding of his books, opinions andresearch, in the end, was a "human understanding", or is a subjectiveinterpretation, which may be right or wrong. From the establishedprinciples of law it is not permitted to deny what is absolutely certain infavor of what is subjective. The court has overlooked the fact that anindividual who entered Islam with his/her own convictions may not bedeemed a non-Muslim except under his/her own volition, so that nodoubt remains.
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The ruling of the Appeals Court on the apostasy of Dr. Nasr Hamed Abu-Zeid is contrary to the Court of Cassation ruling which states thatquestioning people's beliefs is not a matter for discussion. The courtestablished that "religious belief is a spiritual matter which no judicialbody may judge unless it has been explicitly stated by the personhimself".
c. Legal implications of a lawsuit based on the principle of hisba

The principle behind hisba grants Muslims the right to file lawsuits incases where, in their opinion, an exalted right of God has been violated.It came about as a human interpretation and innovation by Muslim fiqhs(jurists), influenced by people's lawsuits under Roman law and inaccordance with the formation of a nation-state based on religion.
Article 89 and 110 of the Regulations Governing Sharia Courts includelegal support for hisba lawsuits, but Law 462 of 1955 abolished this legaltradition and decided to subject Personal Status disputes to the rules ofthe Civil Procedures Code to free it of these regulations.
The Egyptian Civil Procedures Code does not give legal support to privatehisba lawsuits if we take into account changes made to the legalstructure by the Constitution of 1971 in which Article 40 noted a principleof equality between citizens and forbade discrimination on the basis ofreligion since it was necessary to interpret conditions (of status andinterest of the individual bringing the case against the defendant)according to Article 3 of the Criminal Procedures Code. Thus, the hisbalawsuits are contrary to the Constitution because they discriminatebetween citizens on the basis of religion by granting Muslim citizens theright to file lawsuits while non-Muslim citizens are not granted the sameright.
The implication of the ruling on hisba lawsuits is that it creates sectariandivisions within society; specifically concerning legal rights. Thus, itviolates the concept of contemporary citizenship since most modernsocieties, including our own, base the rights of citizenship not onreligious criteria but on that of belonging to a nation regardless of thereligious tendency of the individual. Not only is the acceptability of hisbalawsuits incompatible with Article 40 of the Constitution, but it is also incontravention of several international agreements, including: Article 2Section 7 of the International Declaration of Human Rights; the values ofequality and citizenship stipulated in Article 2 Section 2 of theInternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, whereby all signatorystates are obligated to take necessary legislative and non-legislativemeasures, in accordance with constitutional procedure, if their existinglegislative or non-legislative measures do not provide effectiveapplication of the rights granted by this Agreement; and Article 4 of the
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International Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intoleranceand of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief, which states that:
1. All States shall take effective measures to prevent and eliminatediscrimination on the grounds of religion or belief in therecognition, exercise and enjoyment of human rights andfundamental freedoms in all fields of civil, economic, political,social and cultural life.
2. All States shall make all efforts to enact or rescind legislationwhere necessary to prohibit any such discrimination, and to takeall appropriate measures to combat intolerance on the grounds ofreligion or other beliefs in this matter.

The basing of this ruling on the acceptability of hisba lawsuits alsoconstitutes an invalidation of women's rights and dignity, in that itpermits a woman's divorce without regard to her wishes and at therequest of individuals without any relation to the parties of the maritalrelationship. It is thus in contravention of Article 12 of the InternationalDeclaration of Human Rights which stipulates that:
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his/herprivacy, family home or corresondence, nor to attacks upon his/herhonor and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection ofthe law against such interference or attacks.

d. Hisba lawsuits and the suppression of freedom of thought

Perhaps the most dangerous legal problem raised by this ruling is thedegree to which hisba lawsuits are appropriate in cases regardingfreedom of opinion, thought, and belief, in so far as such cases require anexamination of the consciences of writers, intellectuals, and researchers.In the prevailing climate of fanaticism and extremism, these provide ajustification for extremist Islamic groups to assassinate those who differin their opinions or interpretations. Egyptian courts are now witnessing agreat number of these lawsuits being brought against intellectuals,journalists, and university professors like Atif al-Iraqi, Ragaa al-Naqash,Mahmoud al-Tohami, Yousef Chahine, and others.
e. Judges and intellectual conflicts

The role of a judge is not to impose opinion, nor are the courts an arenafor settling intellectual matters. The case of Dr. Abu-Zeid must beconsidered within its proper framework, for in reality the true essence ofthis case is the issue of the freedom of academic research. Dr. Abu-Zeid'sonly crime is that certain individuals have refused to accept thelegitimacy of his academic research, and, instead of refuting or criticizinghis opinions within a framework of intellectual and academic debate,
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they have done so within the legal framework of the Egyptian courts.The same course of action was taken in the case of the film "TheEmigrant" (al-Muhajir), whereby the courts were called on to judge amatter considered to fall in the realm of aestheticism.
f. The unconstitutionality of Article 280 of the rules regulating the
Sharia Courts

Article 280 stipulates that "rulings shall be made in accordance with theArticles contained in these rules and the majority of accepted doctrines ofthe Abu Hanifa school of jurisprudence, except in cases governed by therules of the Law on Sharia Courts that stipulates that rulings on suchcases shall be made in accordance with the same rules". This Article iscontrary to the constitutional principle of the separation of the legislativeand judicial estates. Judges are assigned the task of searching for thelegal rule in the Abu Hanifa school; if this rule is clearly acceptable thereis no fault in this process and no unconstitutionality, but if theacceptability of the rule is unclear the work of the judge in this instanceexceeds that of a search for the rule - which is essentially his task - toenter into the realm of legislating the rule, which is the jurisdiction of thelegislative, not the judicial estate.
4. The ruling with regard to basic human rights

a. The violation of freedom of belief and expression

The level of progress reached by civilized societies is measured by thedegree of freedom of thought enjoyed by individuals in those societies.Freedom of thought is a basic guarantee for future advancement as wellas the ability for creativity and innovation. International human rightsstandards have established that no power may interfere with this basichuman right.
The ruling on Dr. Nasr Hamed Abu-Zeid is contrary to Article 46 of theEgyptian Constitution which stipulates that "the State guaranteesfreedom of conviction and freedom to practice religion". It is alsocontrary to Article 47 which states that "freedom of opinion isguaranteed whether expressed orally, through writing, through art orthrough any other means of expression". Finally, the ruling is contrary toArticles 18 and 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and PoliticalRights. Since the issue of apostasy is not dealt with by domestic law;therefore, it becomes necessary for Egyptian judges to work within theframework of International Law which discusses freedom of opinion,expression, and belief. In this regard, we find that the Court of Cassationhas ruled that International Law is a part of Egyptian domestic lawwithout exception, in accordance with the fact that Egypt is a member ofthe international community. Therefore, an Egyptian judge is obliged to
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impose these standards in matters not dealt with by domestic law.(Appeals 259 and 300 of 1951, Session 3/25/82 - Laws including 3 bis. 168)
The Court of Cassation has written in a number of its rulings the duty ofapplying international covenants, which Egypt has signed along withother nations, and has expressed their preeminence in local law. (Reviewof laws from Session 39 to 52 bis. 164 and afterward)
b. The ruling threatens freedom of scientific research

The world today is witnessing rapid scientific developments. Cooperationis a necessary condition for progress and development, and this is onlypossible by increasing scientific research and protecting it fromrestrictions. Recent progress in modern science, such as geneticengineering and organ transplants, provide all societies with potentialsthat would not exist in the presence of suppression of scientific research.As stipulated by Article 3 of the Lima Declaration regarding academicfreedom:
Academic freedom is a necessary precondition to pedagogicalfunctions, research, administration, and other services upon whichuniversities and other higher institutions of learning are founded.All members of the academic community have the right to pursuetheir jobs without discrimination of any kind or fear of anyinterference or compulsion coming from states or any othersources.

The ruling that Dr. Nasr Hamed Abu-Zeid is an apostate has created anatmosphere of blindness, tension, and intolerance which stunts thegrowth of thought in scientific research. As a result, academics andintellectuals may avoid undertaking research that might anger non-specialists and lead to a fate similar to that of Dr. Abu-Zeid. This opposesthe spirit of Article 6 of the Lima Declaration which states that "membersof the academic society who undertake research projects have the rightto carry out their research without any interference. They also have theright to publish the results of their research in the utmost freedom and topublish it without censorship".
Furthermore, fatwas accusing researchers of apostasy are not limited tothe social sciences, but also extend to the natural sciences, as in the caseof the well-known fatwa issued by the Saudi Mufti, Ibn Baz, who accusedall those who believed that the world was round as being apostates. Thesame accusations have been made with regard to genetic engineering…etc.
c. The ruling destroys the concepts of citizenship

The ruling states that: "the defendant's proposition that the requirementof Christians and Jews to pay jizya (tax) constitutes a reversal of
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humanity's efforts to establish a better world is contrary to the divineverses on the question of jizya, in a manner considered by some,inappropriate, even for temporal matters and judgments notwithstanding its inappropriateness when dealing with the Quran andSunna, whose texts represent the pinnacle of humane and generoustreatment of non-Muslim minorities. If non-Muslim countries were togrant their Muslim minorities even one-tenth of the rights accorded tonon-Muslim minorities by Islam, instead of undertaking the mass murderof men, women, and children, this would be a step forward for humanity.The verse on jizya, verse 29 of Sura al-Tawba, which the defendantopposes, is not subject to discussion". (p. 16 of the judicial opinion)
The appeal ruling judged this kind of talk to be apostasy and a sufficientreason to declare Abu-Zeid an apostate on the grounds that "he hasrefused to accept what is religiously proven without doubt". This destroysthe basis of citizenship rights by denying non-Muslim citizens such rights.Such an idea is unacceptable to contemporary human conscience,regardless of the cloak under which it lies.
d. The ruling denies women's dignity

The Court objected to Dr. Abu-Zeid's denunciation of the permissibility ofthe ownership of slave girls. The ruling states that the rejection of thisprinciple considered "religiously proven without doubt" is "contrary toall the divine texts which permit such provided that the requiredconditions are met". (p. 16 of the judicial opinion). There is no doubt thatthis diminishes a woman's dignity by making her a mere sexual object tobe owned, and represents a return to concepts of bondage andenslavement rejected by humanity in its path to justice, freedom, andequality. The ruling may, in this respect, be considered a violation ofArticle 4 of the International Declaration of Human Rights and Article 8of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, as well as aviolation of the convention on the abolition of slavery, the slave trade,and institutions and practices similar to slavery.
e. The ruling is contrary to the concept of inherent rights

The forced separation by law of Dr. Nasr Hamed Abu-Zeid and Dr. IbtihalYounis, is a violation of the most fundamental human rights, the mostimportant of which is the right to have a family without aggression orinterference in its affairs. This is a violation of Article 50 of the Civil Codeand Article 45, clause 1 of the Egyptian Constitution. The lawsuit and thesubsequent ruling have constituted an arbitrary infringement on thepersonal life of Dr. Nasr Hamed Abu-Zeid and Dr. Ibtihal Younis. This is aviolation of Article 12 of the International Declaration of Human Rightsand Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,the latter which affirms that:
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1. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interferencewith his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawfulattacks on his honor and reputation.
2. Every person has the right to protection of the law against suchinterference or attacks.

Finally, CHRLA calls on all institutions of civil society and the State to act.For this ruling is, in fact, not a charge of apostasy against Dr. Nasr HamedAbu-Zeid only, but also against the Egyptian Constitution, all institutionsof civil society, and the State itself. Furthermore, it has dangerousconsequences for human rights organizations, on the grounds thatadherence to the concept of citizenship based on factors other thanreligion is deemed by this ruling a denial of a religious truth, and thus isapostasy. Moreover, the Egyptian Constitution guarantees the right ofcitizenship and equality between citizens and opposes such concepts asjizya. Therefore, may it be considered a heretic constitution? This judicialruling plunges the whole of civil society into a very dangerous situation.
Therefore, CHRLA declares its solidarity with Dr. Nasr Abu-Zeid and Dr.Ibtihal Younis and calls for the institutions of civil society to worktogether to bring about:

1. An end to all legislative loopholes which permit such rulings tobe made and, in particular, the passing of legislation that clearlystipulates the abolition of hisba lawsuits;
2. The alignment of Egyptian legislation with establishedinternational criterion on human rights;
3. Legal immunity for scientific research;
4. Necessary safeguards to protect the dignity and rights of womenand to prevent any intervention in their private lives by calling forthe implementation of legislation concerning the abolition of allforms of discrimination against women.

July 1995
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Birth, Nationalism and War 
Stasa Zajovic

I
n late eighties, with the consolidation of nationalism as the stateideology in Serbia, the propaganda directed against women grewstronger. It is well known that in periods of acute crisis, economicrepression or marked repression, women are called to turn back to"home and family"; they are referred to as "the angels of the homeearth", as ideal mothers, as faithful wives… Such propaganda, amongother things, aims at postponing or preventing social tensions, outburstof social discontent caused by mass lay-offs of working men and women.Women are the first to be fired; it is demanded that they hand their jobsover to men. At the end of eighties and the beginning of nineties, whenover a half of enterprises were suffering severe economic losses,preparations started for mass lay-offs, mostly of employed women.

For that reason, in early 1990, demographers and physicians,wholeheartedly supported by regime-sponsored mass media andinstitutions, offered some "very interesting legal proposals concerningwomen". Although these false promises lacked any realistic basis, someof these "projects" must be singled out for their cynicism andunderestimation of women.
Projects Devoted to Wives and Mothers

In February 1990, Ivan Knajter, a physician and self-proclaimeddemographic expert, proposed "legal innovations designed to help thereaffirmation of the family". He suggested the imposition of taxes onunmarried or divorced men and women over the age of thirty. Accordingto the explanation of the project author, the tax would consist of 10percent of the salaries of these unfit persons. The goal of the project wasto "prevent the disastrous decline in birth-rate in Serbia"; it is not clearwhy it would be so important whether children are born within oroutside marriage. The said "expert" suggests that "persons who refuse toaccept voluntarily matrimonial duties should be forced to do so". This
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idea never occured even to Stalin! In his times, the model of the"woman-hero of maternity, under the benignant moustaches of uncleJoseph" was launched. Hitler required German women to place theirbodies at disposal for the renewal of the Aryan race. And both of themconsidered themselves collective fathers, either of the working class or ofthe nation.
In order to avoid suspicion as to his own "moral-political pedigree"and due to the necessity of choosing among the possible collectivefathers of the nation in Serbia (the president of the Republic, thehead of the Church or the commander-in-chief of the Army), Knajterwished above all to win the favor of women. He states: "Once she ismarried, the wife would be considered employed, with all the socialsecurity benefits. The marriage would be her working place"1. Heforgot just a trifle: who would provide the salary? Social security,special state funds, labor unions, the husband, a provider, or perhapsthe father of the nation? In the end, he reveals another argument tojustify the project, apart from the "prevention of the disastrousdecline in birth-rate": "This proposal would have opened many newworking places". Of course, working places for men, who would onlylater be mobilized and sent to the front to defend the mother-nation,while she, in the meantime, would give birth to cannon fodder. InNazi Germany, on April 7, 1943, the "cleansing women" started, thatis, mass firing of employed women. Fathers and sons of the nationseverywhere agree with Hitler in his idea that, "in politics, one has towin the support of women, since men spontaneously follow them".Unfortunately, this is not true; as a matter of fact, exactly theopposite holds, particularly in militarized societies.
Maternal Mobilization - Saving the Nation from Extinction

The development of this propaganda may be divided into two phases,although they are constantly intertwined. The first phase started asearly as the middle of eighties. It consists of the preparation ofvarious projects aimed at the "suppression of the white plague". Thesecond phase is the propaganda about childbearing for patrioticreasons, that is, for the enhancement of national security.
At the beginning of the "first phase", demographers followedterritorial principles, asserting that in central and eastern Serbia, aswell as in Vojvodina, the birth-rate was dropping at an alarming rate,while in Kosovo it was rising disturbingly. At this time, demographershad not yet introduced the ethnic criterion. The imbalance of thedemographic development was explained instead either by economicfactors or by changes in the system of values. As a solution, mostlyadministrative measures were offered, the model "ideal family - threechildren" was popularized, etc.
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The demographic discourse - in accordance with the expansion of thenationalist ideology - soon acquired a repressive, racist character.Starting with January, 1990 to this day, all draft bills resort to the"ethnic principle". The January 1990 Resolution on the Renewal ofthe Population, as well as the May 1990 amendments, suggest adouble population policy - pro-natality for Serbia and Vojvodina andanti-natality for Kosovo. It was immediately clear that differentdemographic situations were used, on the one hand, in order tospread nationalist hatred, and on the other as another instrument ofpatriarchal separation of and discrimination against women on theethnic basis. Feminists of Belgrade expressed their protest andindignation: "Coercive measures of population policy are applied incountries where human rights are violated daily, where the statedeliberately encourages ethnic and racial intolerance. Theintroduction of coercive managements in the already poor networkof gynecological facilities in Kosovo is impermissible, since the right tomedical services is a civilizational, not an ideological issue. Suchrepressive measures fail to bring about the 'desired' results, nor canthey serve as the substitute for changes in the economic, social, andeducational spheres. If women really enjoyed the opportunity and theright to choose, the population problem would not exist. Instead ofadministrative measures of population policy, the differences indemographic development should stimulate the creation ofconditions where women will win their reproductive rights"2.
Official documents started multiplying - for example, the resolutionon the Renewal of the Population - among which "The Warning"should be singled out for its neo-Malthusian, racist character. Nine"significant" national institutions composed this document. Theruling party, the Socialist Party of Serbia, adopted "The Warning" atits congress as one of the three official documents. "The Warning"openly points to the "threat" that minority peoples pose to themajority, that is since "Albanians, Moslems and Gypsies, with theirhigher birth-rate, deviate from national, humane reproduction, [they]threaten the rights of other peoples"3. That is to say, women of theabove-mentioned nations (and not men, who still do not bearchildren!) participate in the "general conspiration against the Serbianpeople"; they bear children out of separatist, fundamentalist reasons,and thus Serbian women should bear children out of patriotic andmoral reasons: "The will to bear children should be mobilized"4.
The newly formed parties joined the appeals of demographers,physicians and state institutions to maternal mobilization. In relatingto women, almost all the parties failed the democracy test; their ideasare imbued with militaristic language. The program of theAssociation of All Serbs of the World, for example, published before
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the first multiparty elections, the following proclamation: "In thesedifficult times for our state, not bearing children, as a nationalbehavior, will be considered treason". In the same vein, the SerbianPopular Renewal suggested the foundation of a fund for Serbianwomen who have four or more children. In the style of all nationalistmoralizing babble, the party's leader Mirko Jovic also urged: "Toequalize children born out of marriage with those born in itconstitutes a form of special war against the Serbian people".Nationalist are fond of speaking about honesty, going back to theroots, and medieval idyll; thus, the 1990 program of the SerbianRenewal Movement provides that one of the goals of its policy is "therestoration of the family, the return to customs, the ensuring ofconditions for an honest living. The Serbian Renewal Movement willplace its capabilities at the service of the renewal of the Serbiancharacter, striving for the flourishing of those virtues of the Serbianman that will soon become a part of the Serbian moral code".Feminists replied to these Serbian politicians worried about theextinction of the nation with the following: "To all the guardians ofthe Serbian morality we suggest that they examine the model ofparthenogenetic procreation (conception without sin) and to clonethemselves into innumerable Serbian copies. We suggest cooperativefinancing of this genetic engineering. It may be assumed that youngSerbian fetuses will be immediately christened, then incited andtrained for hatred and war against the numerous enemies of theSerbian people"5.
Moral condemnations: the Extremely Misogynous Character 
of the Propaganda

Generally speaking, this propaganda is imbued with strong moralcondemnations and hatred against women. "The Warning" accuseswomen of not having children out of "conformism and selfishness".Marko Mladenovic, an official demographer, in one of the famouspathetic statements about the "biological death, the gangrene, thetragedy", reveals the time-old desire of men to usurp women'sprocreative power: "Our man does not have children becausehappiness for him means having fun, a car, or a summer cottage. Thisis egoism" 6. Then this enraged militarist joins cradles and gunstogether: "How to save Serbia! In 15 or 20 years there will be nobodyto work, give birth and wage war"7.
The Church enthusiastically joined the expansion of this "emotionalplague of fascism", as Virginia Woolf termed it in 1940: "Those whocare for enjoyments, fun, summer holidays or furniture are morenumerous than those who care for having children"8. Or, "todaymany Serbian women kill their children by abortion. Feminists are in
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favor of killing unborn children. Fortunately, they have nothing to dowith the being of the Serbian people"9. Some are particularly furiousbecause, in spite of all the obstacles, the connections between thefeminists from Belgrade and Zagreb still exist, and these latter are"gravely" accused: these feminists from Serbia are very wellconnected with feminists from Zagreb, who "propagate theextinction of the Serbian people"10.
Apart from hatred and condemnation, the Church also envisionsnatural punishments for women who do not bear children: "Womenwho bear children seldom get cancer. And the more children theyhave, the more they are immune to this horrible disease. Spinstersand women who prevent childbirth are by 40 percent more oftenafflicted by cancer, particularly breast cancer, than women who havechildren"11.
Patriotic Mobilization

The father of the nation (this time embodied in the president of theRepublic), Slobodan Milosevic, in his "historical speech" at KosovoPolje in June, 1989 declared: "If we are not very good at working, weare excellent at fighting". This was the beginning of actualpreparations for the war. He had chosen the right place - "the cradleof the Serbian people", but also the place of the great collectivedefeat. The offended honor of the fatherland will be revenged bymilitary raids, since "we must not forget that once we used to be anarmy - large, brave, proud. Nowadays, six centuries later, once againwe are fighting and more battles are ahead". At the same place, andafter the Battle of Kosovo, the cult of the heroic Jugovic mother wasborn, the mother who offers her sons to the death. War trumpets areheard all over the country, while nationalists demand that maternityhospitals become recruitment centers: "For each Serbian soldier whofell in Slovenia, Serbian mothers must give birth to a hundred newsoldiers"12.
It is no longer enough to bear children in order to prevent theextinction of the nation, but sons are now needed for the defense ofthe fatherland and the struggle with "enemy peoples". Nationalistdemographers, linking childbearing to war, accurately calculate thepace of the enemy's advancement: "The last Serbs will defendthemselves from the Kalemegdan fortress, in the year 2091. But thislast battle may also happen earlier, having in mind pessimisticprognoses"13. Later on, the same demographic "mathematician" hascome to an even more precise calculation, with an unmistakableadmixture of racism: "In the Balkians there are nations multiplying atrabbit's rate, with 10 or 15 children per family. In fifty years they willreach Belgrade" 14. The similarity with Nazi Germany is no
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coincidence: "It must be made possible to each German woman tohave as many children as she likes, since, if not, in 20 years the ThirdReich would be left without the divisions necessary for the survival ofour people"15.
The racist and militarist logic that "we must be more numerous thanthem" is also followed in Montenegro: "Eastern Orthodox populationlives in the municipalities with low birth-rate, while where Albaniansand Moslems are in the majority the birth-rate is high. The issue ofbirth-rate is all the more important having in mind that Montenegro'sneighbors are three states whose intentions are suspicious"16.
The propaganda is not restricted to mass media. Institutions, lavishlysupported by the state, with nothing to offer but repressivemeasures, keep springing up every day (councils, boards, commissions,committees for the population renewal). Some of them, like the Fundfor the Protection of Mothers and Offspring (founded in Belgrade inJanuary, 1993) insist most on financial help, that is, membership fee asthe best means to "supress the white plague". This makes one thinkthat out of this fund "all the Serbian people will arm itself so thatfinally all Serbs may live in the same state"17.
Some of them have a more "modern" point of view and consider theproblem in terms of the laws of the market: "Bearing children is likeany other industry: the quantity of output is proportionate to theamount of capital investments"18. Since for this "eminent" expert,the woman is a body that is possessed, and the man is the owner ofthe belly and the children, in his misogyny he forgets about the lawshe refers to: "Although pregnancy was brought about by the sexualintercourse between the woman and the man, talking in the capitalistsense, we would say the following: at the moment of conception, thefoetus is in 50 percent the property of the woman and in 50 percentof the man. But as the pregnancy progresses, man's investmentsdecrease, since all the invested capital is the property of thewoman"19.
The misogynous attitude of the majority of demographers, physiciansand politicians even makes them forget the official opinion of theregime that "the unjust sanctions are to blame for everything":"Poverty and the sanctions are not to blame. We used to be evenpoorer than we are, and still our predecessors had 7 or 8 children"20.
A colleague of this demographer, afforded enormous space in officialmedia, wrote: "The sanctions and the war cannot be an excuse.Earlier, birth and marriage were the most sacred act to every woman.And nowadays mothers advise their daughters not to marry, not tohave children, to be egoists. During our 35th Gynecological Week weascertained that the reasons why women do not have children are 85
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percent egoistic, 26 percent masked egoism, and only 8 percentgenuine economic reasons"21.
But this was too much for the President of the Republic, whocorrected them, reminding them that in their national andmisogynous trance they must not forget that "the sanctions arekilling our unborn babies"22. Since in militarist societies it has alwaysbeen assumed that "maternity is the counterpart of war, or war is thesymmetrical complement of maternity" (E. Badinter), all this isaccompanied by the appropriate language and rituals. Nicole Larouxillustrates by the example of Sparta how "delivery is associated withwar, the infantry-man with the woman in childbirth. The word ponos,denoting "pain", is used both for a young man training instrengthening his body and for a woman suffering labor pains.Maternity is seen as similar to battle"23.
In Nazi Germany, medals were awarded to "good, fertile mothers"who gave birth to and reared the castle of warriors. In Serbia, inKosovo Polje, since June, 1993, the Church gives medals to warriorsand mothers with four or more children: "We have established theJugovic Mother decoration in order to encourage bearing morechildren in our people". Last year they awarded 16 golden and 14silver medals. Since they were not satisfied with the "performance",they admonished: "In earlier times, mothers were able to send asmany as nine sons to the emperor's army, so that they could fight forfreedom of their country and of their Orthodox faith. We have suchmothers today, too, but very few"24. Since in June, 1994 "only" 27medals were awarded. Serbian women bear increasingly less children,and Serbian men are increasingly unwilling to go to war.

Notes:

1 "Borba", "Politika", March, 1990.
2 Open letter to the public from the Second Session of the Women's Parliament,June, 1991.
3 "The Warning", June 30, 1992, p. 2.
4 Ibid, pp. 5 and 2.
5 The Belgrade Women's Lobby, October, 1990.
6 "Politika", March 5, 1993.
7 Ibid.
8 "Borba", June 30, 1993. The statement is by Artemije, the episcope of Rasa andPrizren.
9 "Politika", March 27, 1993. The statement of Vasilije, the Orthodox bishop ofZvornik and Tuzla.
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12 Rada Trajkovic, the president of the association "Homeland", July, 1991.
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20 Radmilo Jovanoc, physician, in "Politika", May 10, 1994.
21 S. Adasevic, in the radio program "Reserved for…", April, 1994.
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Editor’s comment:

From Ethnic Fundamentalism to Religious Fundamentalism
The article of Stasa Zajovic from the Women in Black-Belgrade rings a bell to all of uswho live in multi ethnic, multi religious, multi cultural countries, threatened bygrowing nationalism- or communalism-, where the hatred of the Other closelyentwined with population policies (as a mild form which can evolve into its drasticform of ethnic cleansing) put women at the forefront of these policies. Women inBlack - Belgrade is a pioneering organisation which has maintained throughout thewar in Ex-Yougoslavia the much needed links between women of differentcommunities and has assisted all multicultural multiethnic and multireligiousinitiatives of women as well as worked with refugees from all origins in camps. Theywere the first ones to denounce the atrocities committed by the Serbian regime andthe prostitution camps installed for the regime as well as the atrocities committed bythe other communities and the brothels installed by the UN peace keeping troops.They also pointed out at the close link between the increase in war violence anddomestic violence, thus showing war as an effective brutalisation of the wholesociety. Needless to say that Women in Black have faced repression within Serbia.
In this piece, Stasa, one of the leading figure of Women in Black -Belgrade, stressesthe similarity between ex-Yugoslavia and Nazi Germany in their involvement ofwomen in a form of motherhood which serves best the interests of a bellicous,expansionist, nationalist and racist regime. It appeared interesting to us to juxtaposeto her article two pieces which were distributed at the Beijing NGO Forum at the UNConference on Women, by women affiliated with fundamentalist groups. The firstdocument, unsigned, reproduced in extenso, shows the proposed model of theMuslim woman in relation to morality and glorification of motherhood. The seconddocument is a statement of the Islamic Research Academy Al-Azhar Al-Sharif,published by the office of the Grand Imam, addressed to the Beijing Conference. Wehave excerpted from it the paragraphs on women and morality, as well asmotherhood and war. They illustrate, in the context of religious fundamentalism -the model analyzed by Stasa in the context of ethnic fundamentalism.
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From Ethnic Fundamentalism

Muslim women of the world: Keep to your own religion and culture for your own health; reject the disease-riddenproposals of the UN! Day after day, Muslim doctors all over the world are discovering the great prescriptions forgood health in Islamic teachings given to us by our Merciful Creator, Allah. Medically, it hasbeen concluded that all orders and lawful acts in Islam make you healthy, while all actsdeemed unlawful and prohibited in Islam make you sick and ill. Allah has said in Al-Qur'an:"We send down in the Qur'an that which is healing and a mercy to the believers".(Chapter 17, verse 82)The prescriptions for the good health of women in Islam are comprehensive, including thephysical, psychological, social, spiritual and occupational sides of life.For women onlyIslam prescribes breast-feeding (lactation)Women expose themselves to the risk of cancer of the breast and ovaries if they don'tbreast-feed their children. Also, their children can suffer from a large number of physicaland psychological diseases if the are not breast-fed.Islam prescribes pregnancy in marriage onlyIf a woman never has a pregnancy in her life she has an increased risk of contracting cancerof the womb.Islam prohibits abortionA woman can get cancer of the breast if she kills her baby through abortion, in addition tothe many psychological and medical diseases and problems she may have.Islam prescribes modesty by covering the skin and body parts in publicWomen today develop skin cancer (malignant melanoma) through exposure to the sunwhile "sunbathing" naked or half-naked. In Britain alone there are over 40,000 cases ofskin cancer each year, many of which are linked to nakedness and exposure to the sun.Islam prescribes sex only with one man within marriageHaving many sexual partners can cause cancer of the cervix, especially if the male partnersare uncircumcised. The risk is increased if the woman also smokes.Islam encourages feminity, womanhood and motherhoodWhen women are prevented from being women they develop hormonal changes,psychosomatic diseases, stress, male diseases (especially when trying to compete vigorouslywith men). Many disturbed children and delinquents will result from the lack of truemotherhood.Islam prescribes a healthy, safe pregnancy In most pregnancies harm to the mother and baby occurs through alcohol, smoking, drugsand sexually transmitted diseases, which are all prohibited and prevented by Islam.Islam discourages contraceptive pills and devicesPeople taking contraceptive pills can develop blood clots, thrombosis and other healthproblems.Islam optimises the physiology of the body of every woman by utilising all of her organsand not disrupting or interfering with them, as many women do today through a lack ofbreast-feeding, avoiding pregnancy and lack of motherhood. Islam encourages naturalconception, pregnancy and birth free from health hazards.

Document 1

Document 2 
Source:
Excerpts from Office of the Grand Imam Statement of the Islamic Research Academy Al-Azhar AlSharif: Pertaining to the 4th International Conference on the Status of Women to be held inBeijing, September 1995. Cairo: MWL Press, 1995, pp. 4-7.
'Plan of Action' refers to the main discussion and policy document for discussion and adoptionby the government representatives at the Fourth International Conference on Women andDevelopment at Beijing in September of 1995.
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“…In their relentless and massive attempts to destroy the family structure, the promoters of thePlan of Action were not content to stop with casting doubt and confusion on the belief that thefamily is the basic unit and norm of society, urging parents to close their eyes at the perversesexual practices of teenagers out of wedlock, considering these practices as individual andprivate matters, that neither of the parents has the right to interfere. They have the blazingaudacity to declare that the concept of family in the sense stipulated by religion is nothingother than a lame concept according to them, because it does not accept or sanction free andunrestricted sexual relations between people of different age groups, lays condition that itshould only be between male and female within the framework of Islamic Sharia, does not givethese horrible libertines the right to set up families within their own circles. Al-Azharcompletely adheres to the traditional forms of fatherhood, motherhood, and matrimony, whilethe Plan of Action considers these as a mere set of rules to which people are accustomed allthrough the ages, so they demand that their practice should be abolished to institute a societyfree of moral restriction and family ties. 
Indeed, the promoters of the Plan of Action went even further than this in pursuit of theirwhims asking for radical changes in male and female relations by sharing out equally thefunctions between them, including the right of men to maternity leave, like women, and thesame equality in inheritance insisting upon changing the laws which present an impediment tothat no matter its origin…
…Islam has never known what has come to be called woman's problem, which is a secretion ofan alien civilization founded upon exploitation and discrimination which is completelyincompatible with the teaching of Islam, that men and women were created from a single soul,ordaining equality of rights and duties between them.
With regard to sexual relations, the promoters of the Plan of Action did not find it enough togive liberty to free sex for teenagers, male and female, to indulge in, but they proclaim it loudlyin obscene, degrading, abhorrent jargon, which implies that it is the right of women andadolescent girls to choose the type of person she wants to assume, whether as a female or male,or in any other shape, that teenagers have the right to indulge in sex with whom they want,whether a man or woman, and that it devolves upon governments and governmentalorganizations to allow all such practices without let or hindrance, considering that prostitutionpresents no harm, nor is it illegal unless it is done by force.
By this way, the promoters of the Plan of Action have exposed their shameful contradiction tothe teachings of all revealed religions, including Islam, which does not permit any sort of sexualrelations except inside legitimate wedlock, between a man and a woman, and that is becauseIslam forbids adultery, fornication, homosexuality and lesbianism, and all what may lead to it,such as immoral gathering between a man and a woman, establishing equity between male andfemale without confusion or mixing up their entities, or casting a slur on the nature of either ofthe two parties.
Anyone scrutinizing the Plan of Action will clearly see a more dreadful violation of the humanrights of all nations, and unacceptable tutelage upon states, and this can be clearer still in whatthe promoters of the Plan of Action have strictly taken religion as an impediment in the way ofachieving complete equality between men and women, or can stand as a stumbling block onthe way of implementing any aspect of their repugnant aims and objectives, and they forcecountries to plan educational programs and urge youth to shoulder sexual responsibility,according to their own vision and to satisfy their own ends, forcing governments to cut downmilitary expenditure, reallocating the funds spent on buying weapons to the implementation oftheir own objectives. They demand governments to forward compulsory periodical reports onthe weapons which they possess, whether they are nuclear, chemical, or biological under threatof the rich and developed countries to cut the assistance offered by them converting it insteadto the funding of implementation of their objectives. The Plan of Action urges the InternationalMonetary Fund, the World Bank, and many other funding organizations to actively strivetowards achieving this goal, and granting non-governmental organizations including feministactivist movements and among them notorious feminist, the ability to exert powerful authorityin supervising and reviewing whatever reservations governments may have against the Plan ofAction prior to its cancellation whatever its source may be…”



Editor’s note

The Hidden Politics of Cultural Relativism

Women migrants in Europe or North America have long started to denounce thedangerous softness with which oppressive laws, customs and practices againstwomen, imported from our countries and cultures, are tolerated or encouraged inthe host countries, - in the name of tolerance, of respect of the Other, of the right todifference, of putting at par different cultures or religions, etc...- 
Like our own governments, governments of the countries of immigration areprepared to sell out the well being, the human rights and the civil rights of women,for the sake of giving in to the migrant community, soleley represented, everywherein the world, by its male members.
The collusion of patriarchies transcend most of the bones of contention betweenmigrants and hosts.
This is why, amongst the many laws and customs that could have been importedfrom the migrants' culture, only those pertaining to women, the family and theprivate sphere are viewed with such tolerance.
For instance, no host country will tolerate the amputation of the limbs for thieves (asis the law in countries such as Sudan, Pakistan and the Gulf countries), while, a fewyears ago, the Dutch Parliament went so far as discussing the possibility of allowingfemale genital mutilation on the Netherlands' soil for those migrants who practice itin their home country! FGM has been tolerated and performed in hospitals in Italyand in Britain. 
One of the major problems women face in their country of immigration is thatliberals and progressive people, for fear of being accused of racism and of imposingtheir own cultural values, fail to take a feminist and human rights stand on suchissues - thus unwittingly participating in the construction of Otherness (in our case“Muslimness”). By doing so they fit perfectly in the agenda of fundamentalist forceswhose major task at the moment is the construction and imposition of a singleuniform (be it religious, ethnic or cultural) identity amongst the migrants. 
We present here two pieces: a declaration by Iranian women in Sweden which is anoutcry against cultural relativism in Europe. It is followed by a short ironical piece,starting as a tale, in response to a special issue on racism of a German feministjournal published in 1993.
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Their Culture, Our Culture
Muslim Migrant Women in Europe 

Condemn Cultural Relativism

A
thirteen-year old girl is murdered by her parents in Egypt becauseshe did not wear the veil properly. A teenage girl was killed by hermuslim father and brother in Sweden because she would notmarry the man chosen by her family. Taking into account the culturalbackground of the family, the Swedish judicial system gives the offendersa milder punishment. A girl is beaten to death by her mother, sister andbrother in Britain because a Muslim witch-hunter decided that she waspossessed by evil spirits. The British court ruled that the family of the girldid not intend to kill her, they wanted to help her! There are many suchhorrendous events happening against women all over the world daily.

The issue is not that people do not know about them. The news ofatrocities of all kind, from war, starvation, mass murder tosuppression of most basic human rights reaches homes every daythrough the mass media. Who does not know that women in Iran, forexample are forced to obey Islamic rules which mean suppression,humiliation and lack of rights for them?
Who does not know that women are less than second class citizens inIslamic countries?
The issue is not even feeling sorry and sad for the people subjected tothese atrocities. The issue under question is the attitude that acceptsthese crimes as part of today's reality and further justifies them bysaying that "these people have chosen their own destiny"; "This ishow they want to live"; "It is their culture"; "We have our ownculture and they have their own"; "We should respect their cultureand do not interfere in their affairs". In other words they say womenin Iran enjoy not having the right to divorce, the right of custody oftheir children, or having to wear the veil, or getting permission from
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their husbands or fathers to get a job or travel abroad! They arethrilled about the law which punishes them with stoning or executionif they do not obey the anti women laws!
The Islamic Republic of Iran sends its representatives to China to tellthe world that 1) women in Iran are as active and equal, if not more,as women in other parts of the world; 2) even if there are some issuesthat show a view contrary to the former, it is because of tradition andculture of the country. The question here is who benefits fromrespecting different cultures? Is it the woman who do not have rightsor the State which relies on it medieval laws for survival? Is it the 9year old girl who, according to this "culture", is mature enough tomarry, or the representatives of the respecting government who sit inthe conference hall right now? We need not go further. Let us look atthe issue from another angle. If we are not supposed to interfere inother people's affairs, it means that for example, when thegovernment of a European country closes nurseries or lowers wages,we should not protest and should accept it as their business andculture! Who benefits from this passivity? Have you ever seen parentsof these kids cheer for the government or the workers thanking it forless income? Obviously not.
Introducing and defending any reactionary and suppressive measureagainst people in any circumstances and especially under the name ofrespecting different cultures is condemned because it is againsthumanity at large. One can not regionalize basic human rights. Onecan not have thousands of sets of standards for women's rights. Onecan not approve the provision of maternity leave as a progressivedemand and right in one country and believe that such right does notsuit the people of another country. One can not say war is bad but aslong as I and my family are not involved, the warring parts can fightas long as they want. One can not say wearing the veil is a terriblething but if these people want their little girls wearing them, it istheir business. Human rights and in its light, women's rights, areinternational and character and substance. Why is it that technology,spread of business and capital soon find their international role andplace even in the most backward tribal village but welfare, highstandard living, education etc. linger on for many years if introducedat all? When some people in Europe are treated differently andexcused because of their "culture" not to follow general norms onnon-segregation at schools and swimming classes, then one canexpect that women's rights are trampled on in their countries oforigin as a matter of routine. The victims of such policies are notrestricted to those who are involved directly, it is offensive to thewhole humanity. In this sense, violation of women's rights in Iran is ablow to women's rights internationally.
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It is in this spirit that we:

• Condemn cultural relativism and demand universal rights forwomen in Iran and all over the world;
• Condemn the Islamic Republic of Iran for its systematicharassment of women. So long as this government is in powerwomen are denied any rights in Iran;
• Demand separation of religion from the State.
International Campaign for the Defence of Women's Rights in IranBeijing, September 1995
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Source:
International Campaign for the Defence of Women's Rights in IranKFKI,Box 3162, 145 03 Norsborg, Sweden.



The Original Sin 
and Internationalism

Marie-Aimée Hélie-Lucas 

O
nce upon a time there was a people called North which was whiteand rich, and a people named South which was non-white andpoor. The people North exploited, attacked and killed the peopleSouth according to their needs. This was because the Northern peoplewas bad, terrible, and had (almost) all the vices, and it was born so: suchwas its nature.

Even "Those who tried to cleanse themselves of the original sin" (one oftheir tribes) were sad because of their impotence to free themselves ofthe curse which operated potentially, and was rooted ontologically inthem, even when they were very wise.
All their dreams were directed to the poor people South, so exploited, socourageous, so oppressed, so rebellious, so wise, etc… This was becausethe people South had (almost) all the virtues - also by nature (Or was itdue to geographical location? Could one gain their virtues by emigratingto their lands? That was one of the dreams)… "Those of the North whotried to cleanse themselves of the original sin" sometimes followed theirdreams to the South; there they were beating their breasts, demandingpublicly (as publicly as possible) pardon for the faults of the peopleNorth, and begging the people South to aid them to change. (Suchprocessions of penitents were sometimes cut short by the poverty, thefilth, the mosquitoes and the other things that ate up the Southernpeople. And, when one is not accustomed to such things, madam, wellit's tough! But those people there are so good, so gentle, they give youthe shirt off their backs, etc).
Sisters, stop telling yourselves tall tales and believing in fairies! Adichotomic vision of the world is an obstacle to internationalism. It settles
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you comfortably, yes, comfortably in a position of impotence - and thisdespite the state of your soul concerning your original sin and the colourof your skin. You are not, however, impotent. Because you analyse, think,and organe yourselves against imperialism and racism.
The only thing lacking amongst you is a demystification of the 'South',the 'Third World': whatever term you rig us out in, it is equallyinadequate. Because it confirms the idea of a world in which the goodand the bad are geographically determined. Racism is not yourmonopoly, far from it. And we, we don't talk about our racism, we hideit: therefore we do not analyse it, organise ourselves against it and fightit - either in ourselves or in the civil society.
Look, you have a major advantage over us. Heaven could be praised if wehad anti-racist organisations at home. I have travelled a bit and neither athome nor elsewhere in 'the South', have I found these. Yet, our countriesare racist, very racist, perhaps amongst the most racist in the world, justbecause racism feels at ease here, has no finger pointed at it.
It deploys itself under the protection of concepts you have contributed tospreading, to theorising, blinded by your white guilt, and which comfortsthe little crooks who, within our countries and our highest bodies, exploitracisms to their own profit. 
1. Firstly there is anti-white, anti-Western racism, which you are alwaysready to understand and excuse as a legitimate response to imperialism.This is a scandal! Are you prepared, in your own countries to tolerateracism against immigrants on the grounds that your proletariat or sub-proletariat suffers so severely from the economic crisis? Are we, in youreyes, too primitive to have demanded from us the taking of politicalpositions in response to specific economic and social situations?
Why do you tolerate this, our basic but level racism? Are the Westerners,the whites, an undifferentiated and atomised mass of similar and equalindividuals - all imperialists - or do you also have classes, races and sexes,within which our allies struggle? Are we similarly an undifferentiated andatomised mass of individuals, without classes, races and sexes? Do younot see amongst us our national bourgeoisies, - comprador, or contentingthemselves with the crumbs their master throw them in passing - allied toimperialism, to which they throw our gates wide open?
We cannot identify ourselves with anti-democratic regimes in ourcountries, any more than you who struggle withing the 'North' can carrythe banner of your imperialist states. If your governments (not you),produce and sell arms, despite your courageous opposition, it is becauseour governments (not us, against whom they are used) buy them. Just asthey buy for their own benefit the ruinous equipments and myths of'development'.
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Stop denying the fundamental role played in the South by ourbourgeoisies, our feudal castes, our military and our bureaucrats, in theexpansion of imperialism, and the complicity of anti-democratic powersamongst them (from North to South and vice versa). Stop beating yourbreasts about what your leaders do in your name and despite yourstruggles. Identify your allies in the South: they are in a minority, just asyou are, but nothing will be achieved without our coming together - freeof scoria of your guilt and that of our good conscience as the longdefeated, as the ex-colonised, which feeds our present basic racism.
The official dogma of national unity, favoured in all our countries,conceals xenophobia and allows it to flourish - a weed, a devouringparasite, a nursery of Hitlers and Le Penists. Whilst opening wide theirarms to 'your' multinationals, arms and development, 'our' governmentsfavour the expression of popular discontent, in the form of a racismtoward you - individuals, whites, Westerners - thus preventing up frommaking the necessary alliances.
2. Once released, the racist snake does not satisfy itself with just one prey.All our countries exercise their xenophobia against our nationalminorities as well as toward non-white foreigners. You never speak aboutthis. Neither do we.
You quite rightly use the word racism for the rise of anti-semitism in yourcountries, or about the laws and practises discriminating againstminorities or immigrants. When similar phenomena appear in ourcountries, you cover them with justificatory exoticisms such as 'inter-ethnic' or 'tribal' conflicts. Those who govern us are neither stupid norcrazy, so they adopt these excuses for themselves.
Meanwhile, right-extremist Hindus massacre Muslims, just as right-extremist Christians massacre Jews, and the right-extremist Jews massacreMuslims just as the right-extremist Muslims massacre all those who differfrom, or do not submit to, them.
In Algeria, my own country, the whites of the North throw stones at theBlacks of the South. (Here is a brand new North and South for you:everyone has their own Souths). But we have neither an SOS Racism norMRAP (Movement against Racism and for Friendship between Peoples orRock Againt Racism), so that blacks can organise protest and beprotected. Official ideology denies this rock in the garden of nationalunity. And the democrats, the liberals, the progressives, the women, donot have the courage to betray the myth and proclaim the truth, ofwhich every visitor from Sub-Saharan Africa has experience - just as dothe Southern Algerians. This concealment of our own racism smothers us,prevents our advance.
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Sisters, don't participate in this lie. Although you are doing a good job indenouncing your own racism and that of your own country, nothing willchange till we do the same.
Your present definition of internationalism is a one-way one, runningfrom you - the Rich White North - to us, whom it is necessary to 'aid' or'develop'. Understand this: that we are hand in glove together at a quitedifferent level and that internationalist practice can only develop on abasis of equality; that - beyond all guilt and myth, and considering historyhere and now - our struggles reinforce each other's. When we write onour racism the kind of articles you write on yours, you will have a moreglobal, less 'white', vision of the situation. And so will we.
A liberatory process, to our common benefit. Unfortunately, back athome 'in the South', we still have a long way to go.
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The Campaign for Women’s
Emancipation in an Ismaili Shia
(Daudi Bohra) Sect of Indian
Muslims: 1929-19451

Rehana Ghadially

Introduction

A
t the beginning of the women’s emancipation struggle among theMuslims of the Indian sub-continent access to education and thecampaign against Purdah were the main points. The late nine-teenth and the first half of the twentieth centuries were characterized byconsiderable debate on these issues in the Muslim community,throughout India. The reform effort by men on behalf of women wassparked by the considerable progress made by other communities in Indiaand was inspired by changes taking place in Muslim countries of theMiddle East. Beginning from the early nineteenth century the status ofwomen was an issue of concern to male upper caste and class Hindureformers. Their early efforts were directed against certain customs suchas sati, and sanctions against widow-re-marriage that were detrimentalto the status of women. Later, they tried to educate women and bringthem into public life. In South India the campaign was on to suppress thedevdasi (temple prostitution) system. By the second decade of thetwentieth century, reform efforts were not exclusively confined to menand several all-India level women’s organization run by women emergedto champion women’s rights. The kind of reforms they advocated werefemale education, the franchise and changes in the Hindu Personal Law
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affecting marriage, family and property rights. Following 1930-32 whenwomen made a tremendous impression through their involvement innationalist agitational politics, all petitions requesting legislative changesor other moves to improve the status of women were prefaced withreference to what women had done in the nationalist movement(Everett, 1978). 
In the post World War I era, changes were occurring throughout theMuslim Middle East. The pressure of many forces such as rapidlyextending network of communication, expansion of world knowledgethrough the press, Western material goods, new forms of amusement,Western impact of secularism and nationalism, etc, loosened the controlof Islam as an iron clad system of rules and traditions giving way to amore individual interpretation of Islam. The most debated point inorthodox Islam was its social system, based on the seventh century, andsince the central fact of this social system was the position assigned towomen, the re-interpretation of religion sought to harmonize theemancipation of women with the spirit of Islam. Education, veiling,polygamy, divorce, age of marriage, etc, were topics of intense debate.The problem resolved itself along two lines. One exemplified by Turkeywhich chose to repudiate the inviolable authority of religion over thestate and society and engaged in the pursuit of progress as a single goal.The rest of the Muslim world followed the second course set by Egyptwhich attempted to keep all social reforms within the spirit of the law.This new spirit of liberalism deeply affected the lives of women and asmall minority began to question the relationship between the acceptedteachings of Islam and the demands of the modern world (Woodsmall,1936).
In India, although the Muslim orthodox influence was dominant, twomovements in Northern India represented a liberalizing influencethrough a re-interpretation of the Koran - the Aligarh and theAhmadiyah movements. The educational influence of the Aligarhmovement radically changed the Muslim outlook. The Ahmadiyahmovement, on the other hand, was concerned primarily with the socialteachings of Islam in terms of modern progress. Both had an effect onthe gradual emancipation of Muslim women. Sir Sayyad Ahmad Khan(1817-1898) - the pioneer of the Aligarh movement while in favour ofWestern education for men was only modestly reformist when it came towomen. Although he argued that Purdah was not sanctioned by Islamnor was the denial of female education, it was his view that women’seducation was to emphasize moral and spiritual values. He opposedhigher education for women along Western lines and acted as a break onthe more radical reformers in the Mohammadan Educational Conferenceestablished in 1886. A more spirited advocate of women’s rights in Islamwas Sayyid Mumtaz Ali. He waited until the death of Sir Sayyid Ahmed
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Khan in 1898 to publish his book Huquq al Niswan (women’s rights). Theall-India Muslim Ladies Association an off-Shoot of the MohammadanEducational Conference founded in 1914 and controlled primarily byNorth Indian Sunni Muslim, in its meetings between 1914 and 1920passed resolutions centering around the promotion of women’seducation, relaxing Purdah rules and abolishing polygamy. Despite theseresolutions little was accomplished in actuality (Minault, 1981; Mumtaz &Shaheed 1987).
The little that was accomplished was in the area of education. By theearly twentieth century schools for Muslim girls with some Westerncontent opened in a number of cities (Mumtaz & Shaheed, 1987). Theopposers of higher education for girls were influenced by Purdahconsiderations. The struggle to modify upper class Purdah practices is bestdepicted in the writing of Rokeya Sakhawat Hossain (1880-1932)described by her biographer as “the first and foremost” feminist ofMuslim society in Bengal. “Avarodhbashini” one of her publicationslinked forty-seven incidents. As Purdah excesses into a denunciation ofthe oppression of women (Jahan, 1988). Coming out of Purdah hadbegun in the upper class and by the law of imitation was working down.Begum Hamid Ali in Baroda, Mrs Tyabji in Bombay, Lady Shafi and LadyAbdul Qadir in Lahore, were pioneers and because they representedwealth and prestige they invited imitation. (Woodsmall, 1936).
In the South, Iqbalunnisa Hossain spoke and wrote against the Purdahsystem. By the 1930’s Purdah was a subject of intense discussion inalmost all the Ladies Associations, anti-Purdah resolutions werepassed but with no satisfactory results (Hussain, 1940).
Methodology and Objective 

This paper focuses on the campaign for women’s reforms in the DaudiBohras 2 - the largest Ismaili Shia sect in Western India, as carried outin their reformist journal titled Aagekadam (A Forward Step).Between 1936 and 1944 under the editorship of Adamali Jiwajee, thisGujarati monthy was published under the auspices of the YoungMen’s Bohra Association from Karachi. Women from elite, progressivefamilies with a modicum of education, some awareness of the worldaround them and a commitment to social reforms were invited tocontribute to it. These women had received secular education inmissionary schools, schools managed by Gandhians and the Parsicommunity. Some reforming sethias had chosen to live away fromBohra mohallas (locality) and had encourage the family women togive up the Purdah (Ghadially, 1993). 
Aage-Kadam provided a forum to present and discuss progressiveideas and was devoted to discussing community issues especially the
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ongoing conflict between the reformists and the clergy. For the firsttime a Bohra reformist journal besides focussing exclusively on theconflict carried not one but two special section on women. One wasStree Vibhag (Women’s Section) edited by a woman - Ms. ShireenShirajee. It consisted of articles written by Bohra men and women,and Hindu and Muslim women of other communities. The othersection Stree Jagat (Women’s World) carried news about womenaround the world and India on topics of health, political participationand issues debated in women’s gatherings especially gatherings ofMuslim women. In addition, some news about women was carried inJagat Darshan (World News). The target audience for the threesections was both women and men. 
In addition to examining Aage-Kadam3, the paper also looks at thedebate generated by the campaign. And published in the widelyread, Parsi managed, Bombay based, Gujarati newspaper calledBombay Samachar. (The newspaper carried a special column titledMukbire Islam (Islamic news) where letters written by the Muslimcastes (Bohras, Memons, Khojas, Konkani, Muslims, etc...) of WesternIndia were published. Later a special column was run speciafically forthe Bohras and was called Vohra Vartman (Bohra News)4. While thepaper had a distinctive progressive stand it nevertheless presentedthe views of both the orthodox and progressive stand section of therespective communities). For the purpose of this article, thenewspapers of the 40’s and 50’s decades have been examined. 
The extremely meagre work (Minault, 1981; Jahan, 1988) focusingexclusively on the Muslim campaign for women’s reforms in Indiacenters around the North Indian Sunni sect and the Bengali women.Minault (1981) theorizes that movements are heterogeneous innature and the Indian women’s movement must be broken down inorder to be fully understood. By focusing on the prodding for reformsamong the Daudis this article will add to the understanding of theindian women’s movement and highlight the multiple feministtradition in the same country. She further states that until recentlyscholarship on the Indian Muslims has been particularly prone to amonolithic approach, but the Muslim community in India is ethnically,linguistically, doctrinally and politically diverse. The paper willhighlight the fact that within the same religious tradition the majorissues confronting women were similar but there were also somedifferences. Lastly, the data here will supplement the existing meagreliterature on the topic. The paper will address itself to the pioneers ofthe movement, the kind of reforms advocated, the justificationsoffered, the new women they hoped to construct and the debategenerated by such efforts. 
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The Shia Sects4 and Daudi Bohras of Western India

By the end of the nineteenth century, it was apparent in WesternIndia that much of the reform work of the last three decades hadbeen forced into communal channels. The Parsis, the Hindu Gujaratisand Maharashtrian communities had established their respectivesocieties and reformist papers which among other things championedthe cause of women such as female education, widow remarriage,raising the age of marriage, etc; and settled disputes between thereformists and the caste leaders/orthodox section by appealing to anexternal authority viz; the British courts (Dobbin, 1972). As a result ofthis campaign, the world of women was extended to encompass twonew segregated institutions, the girl’s school and the ladiesassociation (Pearson, 1990). However, those Gujarati Hindu casteswhich had been converted to Islam still retained a highly centralizedform of caste organization, generally complicated by the addition ofan Islamic head. 
Unlike the Parsis and even the Hindus, the Muslims possessed noorder of priesthood which could be completely separated from thesocial organization of the community or from the authoritypertaining to its headship. Nor could they separate their communallife into secular and religious compartments. But as some of theseMuslim castes 5 migrated from Gujarat to Bombay in the earlynineteenth century, they left many of their traditional loyaltiesbehind. The reforming sethias (male elite) among the Ismaili ShiaKhojas were the first to challenge the cast leadership and push a headwith their efforts to enlighten the community. By the end of thecentury the younger generation of reformers attacked thecommunity’s ignorance in which the Aga Khan, the caste leaderundoubtedly acquiesced. They said the following of him.

”He should also himself sincerely encourage education, maleand female, as well as true Mohammedan religion among theKhojas whose position, both secular and spirititual, as it standseven at present is a very dubious one in the eyes of civilizedMohammedan world” (Dobbin, 1972 ; p. 120).
The Agha Khan was quick to move and besides education, he relaxedPurdah rules and he writes in his memoirs “I have abolished it,nowadays you will never find an Ismaili woman wearing the veil”(quoted from Papanek, 1982; p.16)6. Among the Ismaili Shia Bohrasects, the Sulaimanis and Mahdi Baghs discarded the practice ofPurdah by the late nineteenth century (Singh, 1987). The Tyabjiwomen of the Sulaimani sect emerged from Purdah in 1890s, adevelopment of which the family was immensely proud. BadruddinTyabji as the first Indian barrister in Bombay, mixed professionally
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almost entirely with Europeans. He first encouraged his wife tointroduce zenana parties made up of ladies of various communities.Then she learned some English and began meeting European women.The distinction of first discarding the veil altogether went, however,to one of the judge’s nieces, Mrs. Ali Akbar Fyzee who went toEngland in 1894. Then in 1898 another niece, Mrs Hydari followedsuit in Bombay itself at a party given by the Parsi, Jamshetji Tata. As apioneer of modernization and westernization, Badruddin Tyabjipresented a spirited attack on Purdah and early marriage in Bombayat the Mohammadan Anglo-Oriental Conference in 1903 (Wright,1976).
A lead in various emancipations had been by other Shia sects such asthe Khojas, Sulemanis and Mahdi Baghs in western India, but theDaudis were considerably slower in challenging the authority of theirreligious head known as the dai or Syedna7. They seemed to haveremained peaceful throughout the century and were completely,submissive to him. They gave him one fifth of their income andaccepted his decision on both religious and civil questions (Dobbin,1972). While the sister Khoja community was challenging the religiousleadership the leading Bohra sethia - Sir Adamjee Peerbhoystrengthened the clergy by his various contributions and philantropicactivities and not contesting the clergy’s authority (Wright, 1975). Asa result reform efforts were considerable slower in taking off. Thisdespite the fact that the Daudi sect being a business community hadestablished trading contacts with the British and were exposed toEuropean influence at an early date. 
It was only in the early 40’s that the clergy relaxed Purdah rules andaccepted higher education for girls. Writing on competitivemodernization among the Daudis, Wright (1975) observes: 

”the impact of the second world war was felt, young womenhad begun to come out of Purdah to take jobs, young menbegan to resist the traditional requirement that they grow abeard before marriage and wear the Bohra gold turban. TaherSaifuddin (the high priest) was showing himself reluctantlywilling to move in the direction of social change but thereformists were probably correct in their claim that hisconcession came from their prodding them from any intitiativecomparable to that of Aga Khan III of the Khojas” (p. 161). 
A Beginning 

The progress made by other communities did not go unnoticed andby the turn of the twentieth century some Daudi sethias initiated acampaign for vernacular education for boys and girls, Anglo-
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vernacular education for boys and sought political autonomy andfinancial accountability from the clergy. By the turn of the 20thcentury in towns where Daudis were in substantial numbersmadresas, where, Arabic, the prayer and Koran were taught wereextended by reforming Sethias into vernacular schools for boys andgirls. Efforts to get Anglo-vernacular education for boys off theground and demands for financial accountability met with stiffopposition for the clergy and the orthodox section, resulting inlengthy and expensive court cases8. (Added to this was the constantpressure, which the sethias tried in vain to fend off viz; to seekpermission from the clergy for starting community welfare venturessuch as running a library or opening a dispensary. To keep thereforming sethias in check discipline was enforced by fines, socialboycott threat of excommunication or excommunication. In a smalltightly knit community, this was devastatingly effective. The religiousleaders ultimate sanction - the right to excommunicate recalcitrantDaudis was challenged in the court in the 1930’s (Engineer, 1980). Topay for the costly litigation, the religious leader centralized hisfinancial power over the community by compelling wealthy DaudiTrustees to deed over to him their religious endowments under thethreat of excommunication and by the turn of the century in additionto the traditional spiritual power the clergy assumed a growingpower over secular/temporal matters overs the followers (Wright,1975).
In these early reform efforts, with the exception of vernaculareducation for girls, women’s issues per se received no attention.Shirajee (1937) the editor of the ‘women’s Section’ of Aage-Kadamaccused the early reformers for not having taken up the issue ofwomen’s rights and independence. The aim, she stated, was tochampion boys education, men’s rights and independence frompriestly authority. She exhorted that unless male editors make aneffort for the advancement of women, men’s progress will remainelusive. With regard to Khanbai Amiji - an early pioneer of moderneducation and editor of a reformist journal Bage-E-Momin shecomplains:

”What has Kaka Khanbhai done for women? Kaka Kanbhai wasa champion of women’s right and Bage-E-Monin was publishedfor the rights and freedom of men. In this fight for freedom Iwonder if he ever though about women. Could he notrecognize that until women are slaves men will not be free”(Aage-Kadam Aug. 1937 p. 83).
The only exception was Tayabali Alavi - a leading sethia ,philanthropist and educationist in Karachi who championed the causeof Anglo-vernacular education for girls in 1920, met with oppositionfrom the orthodox section and had to abandon the idea. He met with
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success only in 19309 (Female Institutions of the Hasani AcademySociety, 1947).
After thirty years into the century it was quite clear that thereformers efforts had produced little or no results. Their work and theissues raised by them were sustained by the next generation ofreformers. In December 1929, at Karachi, seven young, radical, elitemen got together to discuss the commercial downfall of thecommunity, came to the conclusion that eductional backwardness wasthe major cause of it. They formed “The Young Men’s BohraAssociation” (YMBA). (Also known as “The Bohra Youth Association”and within a short time almost all the educated Bohras in Karachiwere on its role). The main purpose of the YMBA was to promoteeducation and other necessary reforms and thereby pull thecommunity to a level at which other sister communities were.Women’s emancipation was perceived as an essential prerequisite forboth the community’s progress and state building and emerged in thecontext of the sect’s drive for greater political autonomy from theclergy and national liberation (The Excommunication and After,undated 1935). The leading member among the younger generationof reformers - Hatim Alavi - the son of Tayabali Alavi was described asan intellectual and liberal in his politics and had traveled extensivelyto Europe, Turkey and Persia in 1924. He had been drawn into theHome Rule movement and was one of the leaders of the agitation inKarachi against the Rowlatt Act. 
Both generation of reformers came form urban, elite background,had been influenced by Gandhi’s nationalist agitation but whereasthe previous generation focused on Western education for boys andthe political repression by the clergy, the younger group, in addition,concentrated on enlightening the sect members and sought toemphasize Anglo-vernacular education for girls and related issues forwomen’s emancipation. A more important difference was that unlikethe early reformers, they had taken advantage of Western educationavailable both inside and outside the community, recognized theneed for involving the emerging female intelligentsia to speak, writeand organize on women’s behalf and clearly saw the link betweenwomen’s progress and the success for wider reforms in the sect. Aage-Kadam begun in 1936 became the mouthpiece of the YMBA andcontinued to be published until the end of World War II.
Women’s organizations play an important role in the struggle forwomen’s rights and at the time that Aage-Kadam the organ of theYMBA was started, it also started “A Daudi Bohra Women’sAssociation” in Karachi. It had as many as sixteen aims among whichwere encouragement of Anglo-vernacular education for girls,learning of domestic and childcare skills, holding seminars,
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encouraging thrift, inviting women to contribute funds for the widerreform cause and arrange for the inclusion of articles in the women’ssection of Aage-Kadam. It had initiated income generating projectsfor poor and widowed women. On request it issued guildelines tostart similar associations in other parts of the country. However, in theone and a half years of its existence it had achieved little by way ofreform10.
The Campaign and the Debate 

With the exception of a privileged few, the life of a Bohra womanwas likened to that of a “slave” “owned by a man” “too ignorant toexercise her rights granted in Islam” and her condition described as“pitiable” “suffocated” and “paralysed”. Learning Arabic to recitethe prayer and Koran passed off as education. She had to depend ona student of a different community to read and write a letter to herhusband. The low position of women, the various traditions existingin the community were variously attributed to men but moreimportantly to the clergy’s version of Islam. An article translated byMs. Nargis read: 
”There is the Islam of the prophet and that of the clergy. Thedifference between the two is that between chalk and cheese.Clerics Islam if full of customs and old traditions. Clerics Islamtells people to sport a beard and keep women in the homes.The clergy’s Islam is strong in society and this explains the lowposition of Muslim women in society today” (Aage-Kadam Apr.-May, 1937, p. 53).

At another place Ms. Shirajee, the editor of the “Women’s Section ofAage-Kadam “ states: 
”Due to men’s stupidity women are crushed. Men think ofwomen as a tool of entertainment. They have deprived womenof their rights and trampled on them. Because of men’sdomination, she sticks to customs, tradition and shariat andallows herself to be crushed” (Aage-Kadam Oct., 1937 p. 25-26).

What kind of issues were addressed to pull women out of thisbackwardness? What arguments did they put forward to justify theirdemands? What kind of women did the young band of reformers -men and women - sought to create? Did the campaign challengewomen’s traditional role and male authority? How did it defineemancipation - well-versed in domesticity or individual autonomy?Did the campaign generate debate in the sect members and what wasthe nature of this debate? 
The campaign for reforms centered around education andabolishment of the custom of purdah. Purdah here refers to both
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giving up the veil and expanding the public space for women. Thesedemands were justified on religious and rational grounds. In pre-Islamic Arabic the status of women was low but Islam gave women, ahigh status, granted equal rights to men and women and accordedwomen rights which were not granted in other religions. These rightswere gradually eroded over time. The most important rationaljustification was that the winds of progress and modernisation wereeverywhere and it was important for the community to emulate theprogress made by women of other communities in India so as to raisethe status of the sect in the eyes of sister communities. Anotherargument centered around changes made in the role and status ofwomen in Muslim countries. The underlying theme was thecommunity’s progress and women’s emancipation became thesymbole of that progress. 
Across the board the arguments put forward to encourage newactivities among women were traditional. The prophet’s Islam made itincumbent on every Muslim - man or woman - to seek knowledge.Not to give woman education would be anti-Islamic. The purpose ofeducation was to perfect her traditional role as wife, mother andhome-maker and thereby improve the tone and quality of domesticlife. Mothers were perceived as important socializers of children andan educated mother would instill the importance of education inchildren. Mother’s education meant the education of entire mankind.Education was also perceived as instilling certain qualities in her suchas bravery an independence - qualities which she would thenencourage in her children. An educated woman would also be thriftyand would not spend money on costly clothes, ornaments anddinners. Besides, an educated woman would ensure domestic peaceand harmony. An uneducated woman indulged in petty quarrelswhich set a bad example for the children. These quarrels also keptmen away from homes and in the cinemas, bazaars and clubs. Aneducated women would understand her domestic and wifely rightsand this would ensure love and happiness in the home. Mr Akbarwrites:

”An educated and lovable woman is a precious ornament for aman and gives more relaxation and happiness to a man thanprecious stones at the bottom of the sea. As you approachcloser to a reformed home you will get the smell of mograflowers” (Aage-Kadam, Aug. 1938, p. 33). 
If one were to go by the articles and letters of the 40’s and 50’sdecade in the Bombay Samachar it is quite evident, as will beelaborated later, that unlike the fierce and prolonged debate arousedby the campaign to give up purdah, higher education for girls did notarouse similar passion. This was because by the early 40’s higher
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education for girls was not only officially accepted but activelyencouraged by the clergy class. The Sydena on the occasion of hisgolden jubilee celebration announced the starting of funds to build ahigh school for girls in Bombay and in the meanwhile parted with hisown property to run the school temporarily in a building at BhendiBazaar. There was considerable praise for the Syedna and of all theissues confronting the community, his acceptance of female educationwas perceived as constituting the biggest shift in his thinking. Thereformists alleged that it was their campaign and the successfulrunning of a high school for girls by the reforming sethias in Karachithat had pushed the clergy to finally act. While this is true, at thesame time, it cannot be denied that sweeping changes were occurringon the Indian sub-continent and the clergy’s inaction on the matter offemale education would have made him look positively archaic. Forexample among the Parsi and Hindu castes female education was nolonger a matter of debate and as early as the 20’s Parsi and Hindugirls were attending college and going on to the University. Besides,chapter meetings of two All India Women’s Congress were held inBombay at this time and while female education was still on theiragenda, it was concerned less with acceptance and more with itsexpansion. The all India level women’s organizations had moved toissues considerably closer to women’s hearts viz, equal rights withmen in matters of divorce, inheritance etc.; (Everett, 1978). Also atthis time the issue of higher education for girls was being discussedand encouraged by other Muslim sects in Bombay. The news on theprogress made by the women of these castes was carried in theBombay Samachar of this period. It must also be mentioned thatdespite the clergy’s fatwas against English education, thoughout theearly part of the twentieth century, Bohra girls of elite and reformistfamilies had attended schools managed by missionaries and othercommunities and later well to do Bohra families were sending theirdaughters to these schools. To counteract this trend a communitymanaged high school for Bohra girls was necessary (Ghadially, 1993). 
The 50’s decade saw the starting of high school for girls in smalltowns. But indifference was still the order of the day. A high school inthe town of Shidpur ran into financial difficulties and no sethia waswilling to come forward and prop it up. When the high school inBombay started operating there were allegations of mismanagementand indifference. It is also pertinent to note here that while there waseuphoria and enthusiasm in the sect, higher education for girls wasconsiderably diluted by reminding the sect of the purpose of femaleeducation.
The purpose was to prepare her to execute her traditional roles in abetter way and not to encourage the pursuit of a career or autonomy.A quote from one of the letters will suffice: 
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”But what should be the nature of this education? This is alsoproblematic. The fact it that they should be given such aneducation that they become adarsh wives, adarsh mothers andadarsh domestics. They must always be kept away from looseeducation. Otherwise they will become fashionable womenwho want to become filmstars. They should stay within thelimits drawn by God”. (Bombay Samachar 28th Dec. 1940). 
The practice of purdah was seen as the most important barrierblocking the progress to women’s education and preventing theirparticipation in public life. In 1936, Ms. Shireen Mandviwalla, aneducated purdah-observing woman and a member of the localMuslim ladies association in Karachi delivered a public address whichran thus: 

”...and many of us yearn fo the day when life behind the purdahwill be an event of the past” (Aage-Kadam, Idd issue, 1937, p. 81). 
Six months later when her father sought permission for her nikkah(marriage) there was delay and the clergy explained in a letter to herfather that the delay was due to the daughter’s many activitiesagainst the holy shariat. The marriage would be solemnized providedshe recant her views on purdah. She challenged the clergy to show ifpurdah was sanctioned in the Koran and when this was notforthcoming she refused to apologize and was subsequentlyexcommunicated. Among the reformists, the debate on purdah wasfuelled by the excommunication and the argument ran that purdahwas not sanctioned in the Koran but was introduced at a later date. Ifit was sanctioned, the prescription was less solidly grounded than itappeared and was usually the subject of intense controversy.Lookmanji highlights the controversy in the following way: 

”Those who favour purdah are themselves divided as to whenthis custom started and how much of a woman’s body was itexpected to cover. After scrutinizing the same texts commandsand laws, there is difference of opinion as to whether purdah issanctioned by religion or not. We must not take a religiousview but judge a custom in terms of the progress it brings tomankind”. (Aage-Kadam, Apr-May, 1937, p. 25).
The gist of the rational argument was that the spirit of changingtimes demanded that freedom be given to women and also sought tohighlight the ill effects of the custom. Purdah censured religion,curtailed righteousness, damaged health, blocked knowledge andaffection. The perceived fears of unveiled women viz; “women woulddisobey and be free of all restrictions”, “start earning money”, “doimmoral things” and “go astray” - were attacked as baseless andexamples were drawn from Hindu women. The same author writes:
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”Brahmin women in Maharashtra have relaxed purdah rules. Arethey free of all restrictions? Have they become prostitutes”? (Aage-Kadam, April-May, 1937, p.26). 
The work of the reformers was not limited to writing and debating.Whenever the opportunity for action arose they were quick to seizeit. The campaign for swadeshi goods, engineered by Gandhi hadmobilized women across the country and Hatim Alavi, the Governorof Karachi wanted Bohra women to participate in this historicalmoment. For the first time in the history of Karachi, specialarrangements were made for a few hours every Friday to keep the AllIndia Industial Exhibition open exclusively for the advantage ofpurdah-observing women. On the surface of it, the action seemed tocontradict the campaign for the abolishment of the veil. The mainpurpose, however, was to get women to come out of their homes,mingle with women of other communities in public places and beexposed to new developments in the country in this case anappreciation for indigenous textiles. The women were assured thatthe only men present would be the shopkeepers and the volunteers.Some orthodox men questioned this and announced in the mosquesthat no purdah-observing woman should go to the exhibition.Ignoring the order and spurred by a national spirit a large number ofwomen attended the exhibition and the orthodox men agitatedoutside the hall. A few among them were blind-faith women andthey even carried money ready to pay a fine for breaking the purdahrule.
According to the reformers the agitation only served to highlight thearbitrariness of the observance of the custom in the community.Monpuri focuses on the arbitrariness of the clergy and the orthodoxsection in the following way: 

”Some asked whether there will be men inside and then howwill purdah be observed? I ask them when hawkers come totheir houses then how do Purdahnasheen (Purdah-observing)women negotiate with the cloth merchant? To sit in the back ofthe car and peep outside the window. That is ask what kind ofpurdah? In mosques during wahez (sermon) and majlis (shiitedirge) women look down from balconies without purdah. Whatkind of purdah is that? Women look at the processing on theroad and what kind of purdah is that? Lastly, the women go tosee the Syedna and what kind of purdah is that”? (Aage-KadamMay, 1939. p. 10). 
The reformers alleged that the clergy was not consistent in itsenforcement of purdah practices and religious proscriptions weremere pretexts to prevent her from engaging in activities that wouldenlighten her, kindle the spirit of freedom in her and bring progress.
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In the case of Ms. Mandviwalla’s speech it was stated that the mereact of delivering a speech by a Bohra girl in public would be too muchfor the priestly class to tolerate. Such a woman would be lessamenable to priestly authority and control. 
Even as Ms. Mandviwalla was delivering her speech, women fromseveral elite and or reformist families had already given up thepurdah especially in Bombay and Karachi. By the late 30’s and early40’s women from traditional homes were giving up the veil11 and thetrend gradually became visible in smaller towns as well. While thereformists carried on their debate in the issues of their journal theorthodox section expressed their views and objections in the issues ofBombay Samachar. As many as twenty-seven letters12 written byBohras and published between 1940 and 1956 highlight the debategenerated by Ms. Mandviwalla’s speech. The letters were written bymen and were highly critical of the trend of women giving up the veiland increasingly being seen in public places. This trend was attributedby the orthodox to a variety of influences such as the impact ofcinemas, the indifference of the clergy and the reformists campaign.Ironically the brunt of the criticism was directed not towards thereformists but towards the clergy. The orthodox like the reformistscharged that the clergy was not consistent in its approach on thepractice of purdah. While the reformist advocated its abolishment theorthodox advocated its re-establishment as in earlier times. 
At the time the letters were written the public space for Bohrawomen had considerably expanded and the veil among women wason its way out. Women were seen without purdah at picnics, atwedding reception, at railway and tram stations, near entertainmenthouses and markets but the bulk of the letters highlight theincreasing tolerance of women without purdah in the presence of theclerical men themselves. One letter alleges (Bombay Samachar Dec.25, 1944) that in the early 30’s the volunteers, who maintain orderand discipline during social and religious functions where the clergy ispresent, entered buildings in various Bohra mohallas (localities) andinvited the women to come to the main mosque at Ehendi Bazaar inBombay to listen to the high priest’s wahez (sermon). In order togenerate enthusiasm special buses were arraged for the purpose. Theletter further alleges that it was during this time that the volunteersalso encouraged women to come out on the streets to see the highpriest as he went around in the Bohra mohallas in a procession. Theseprocessions were often at night and women were encouraged to stayup late in the streets. Crowds of women came out on these occasionsand soon they were coming out without purdah 13. While thevolunteers may have encouraged women, it was also becomingincreasingly clear that the clergy class itself was ignoring the presence
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of unveiled women in their midst and other strange men who werepresent. It had become commonplace to have majlis (Shiite dirge)without proper purdah arrangements, to pay their respect womenvisited the clergy class at their main residence at Saifee Baug andBadri Mahal and were seen among men without the benefit ofpurdah, misaq (oath of allegiance) of pubertal girls was taken by theclerg and after misaq these girls stood in line for their blessingswithout the benefit of purdah. The contradiction in the clergy’sattitude was pointed out viz; on the one hand excommunications Ms.Mandviwalla for not apologising for her speech against purdah andon the other ignoring instance of purdah violation by orthodoxwomen.
The orthodox based their opposition predominantly on religionprinciples and reminded the clergy that in the past it had upheldIslamic practices and had frequently quoted the Hadits on the matter.To make their point, the orthodox reminded, the clergy class oftennarrated incidences related to Fatima - the daughter of the Prophetand her strict observance of purdah and how her examplarybehaviour has pleased the prophet. While the reformist highlightedthe evils of purdah, the ultra conservatives highlighted the negativeconsequences that followed from giving up the purdah and moreoften then religious principles, these were actuated by a feeling ofprotective possession of women, the moral insecurity of the unveiledwoman and the need to maintain the status quo as this preservedtheir authority. Proponents of purdah insisted that only the moststringent controls would preserve the sect from social and moralchaos. A few quotes from the letters will serve to highlight the point.“The fun of going on picnics is spreading even among the lower classand one cannot visualize where it will stop”. “They take a lot ofknocks in trams, buses and outside entertainment houses”. “Andmany go to cinema houses and roam around and even the family mencannot stop them”. “I saw Bohra girls being teased on the railwayplatform. The girls were being coy and the boys followed them”. “Aslong as the men are at home the doors are closed but the minute heleaves the doors are thrown open”. “Religious thoughts have stoppedentering and women should give some thought as to how they willappear at the door of paradise”. “A time will come when clothedwomen will look naked. We have reached that stage. A woman whohas no shame, her faith cannot be strong”. 
There was considerable pressure on the high priest to take action andin 1944 in the month of Ramzan the Syedna lectured the people onthe importance of the purdah at the main Saifee mosque in BhendiBazaar and his amils (deputy) did the same in every mosque afterprayers. A similar exercice was conducted by the Syedna with young
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girls who came for misaq. The clergy’s agents and volunteersdistributed a pamphlet extorting women to wear purdah whencoming to the mosque or their prayers will be invalidated, a meetingchaired by an agent of the clergy was held to debate on the matter.In some towns secret associations were formed to curb the practicethough some lamented that these quickly disappeared. As theseproduced no effect on the women the orthodox section demandedsterner measures from the clergy class to curb the practice. Theseincluded charging a fee to the women, not permitting purdah lesswomen to come to his residence, showing his disapproval by turninghis face away from them, making proper purdah arrangements formajlis (dirge), bus arrangements for girls attending the clergymanaged high school, building a colony exclusively for Daudi Bohraswhere greater social control was possible and traditional practicescould be enforced. There were twenty-nine Anjuman committees inBombay and it was suggested that the member give thought tofighting this trend. However, the impact of modernizing influences allaround was too strong, that even in a small town like Patan wherethe Syedna was due for a visit, it was alleged that unless women arepermitted to see him without purdah his popularity would take aknock. The clergy skillfully ignored the issue but never officiallysanctioned the giving up of purdah and by the mid 40’s the practiceof purdah was a thing of the past. 
Mandviwalla’s speech and reformist efforts not withstanding therewere other influences at work which facilitated women to leave theconfines of their homes and give up the veil. The national agitationalpolitics of Gandhi of the early 30’s had brought large numbers ofwomen into the streets. In this struggle Muslim women includingBohra women had participated. The end of World War I had alreadyseen the beginnings of the debate on purdah, both among Hindu andMuslim women and the Muslim effort was sustained throughout the30’s and the 40’s. A number of Muslim women pioneers such asIqbalunnisa in the South and the young band of reformers in Bengalinspired by the work of Kamal Ataturk in Turkey and the work ofRokeya against purdah were speaking out (Jahan, 1988). Themovement away from purdah had begun in Turkey, Egypt, Iran, Syria,and the Asian part of the Soviet Republic. Some countries chose thepath of gradual social evolution whereas other passed decrees againstthe wearing of the veil. The whole atmosphere was so permeatedwith modern ideas that the passing of seclusion was inevitable. Ashighlighted by some letters in the Bombay Samachar in the rest of theMuslim World on the West coast of India there were changesoccurring as well. One Shia writer for example did not take too wellto the speeches given against purdah by Shia women during theannual moharram celebrations at Noorbaug. While it was acceptable
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for women to celebrate moharram the speeches were not justified.There were complaints by Alvi Bohra men that their women hadbecome fashionable and were seen in the markets without thebenefit of purdah. While the Shia community had taken lead inWestern India to abolish this practice, the Sunni sects soon followedsuit. A few letters in the early 50’s show the debate among the SunniMemon community and letters express general disapproval of womenmoving around with their husbands with the burkha in their hands.)
Another purpose of emancipating Daudi Bohra women was tostrengthen their traditional role to serve not only the family andkindle the spirit of nationalism but also serve the community a moredirect way. (The idelogy of wider economic and political reformswithin the community proved a potent force in directing activities ofthe female intelligentsia to beneficent ends). The reformers realizedthe relationship between political and social reforms. From 1917onwards the work of reform in the community had been done by thePeerbhoy and some other families but despite almost three decadesof intensive effort very little had been accomplished due to lack ofeducation among women. Women’s education and their coming outof seclusion was perceived as a necessary precondition for them totake their proper place beside the family’s men in the community’swider reform battle against the clergy. Women were being educated,taught new skills or encouraged to come out of seclusion not for theirown betterment but to fit them to use their benevolent power forcommunity’s end. Kapasi argues: 

”Men may attend conference, congresses and pass reformresolutions but until such time that the women move forwardand the curtain hanging on their bodies and on their minds isbroken until such time all efforts will be in vain” (Aage-Kadam,1938. p.23).
At another place Talajawalla states : 

”They do not walk along with the reformist men, they createobstacles and break the courage of a man. So along with thereformist propaganda there must be emphasis on educationamong women” (Aage-Kadam Apr-May, 1994 p. 52).
Women however, were not encouraged to take leadership positionsand serve on decision-making bodies rather a supportive role wasenvisaged for them. They were encouraged to support resolutionspassed at the conference, contribute financially to the cause, keepinformed of the happenings and disseminate information by word ofmouth and by writing in community publications. 
For the Bohras, like the rest of the Muslim world, education andabolishing the veil remained critical for progress. But whereas
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polygamy, unilateral divorce, age of marriage etc; were hotly debatedin the rest of the Muslim world and on the Indian sub-continent suchwas not the case among the Daudi Bohras. The All India MuslimLadies Association for example passed a resolution against polygamyat one of its meetings. Polygamy while theoretically sanctioned was arare occurence in the Daudi sect as historically it had been curtailedby the clergy, sanctioned only in case of a childless marriage and themale right to unilateral divorce is not recognized by the Shia Fatimidlaw which the Bohras follow. As far as the age of marriage wasconcerned, it was the general practice among the Bohras to marrygirls after puberty, the common age being between fourteen andsixteen years. 
Voices of Dissent in the Young Men’s Bohra Association (YMBA)

While the campaign for women’s reforms were carried out in asustained manner, there were differences of opinion and level ofinvolvement among members of the YMBA. It did not go unnoticedthat an emancipated woman would be less amenable to not justpriestly but male control in general and hence emancipation ofwomen was encouraged only to the extent that it brought benefit tothe family the community and the nation. Those who opposedwomen’s emancipation feared that an independent woman would bea “nuisance” and “go on the wrong path” and this would result in“loosing support for the reformist cause”. Shirajee laments over thedivision in the following way:
”For the men’s independence from the clergy there is unity buton the question of women’s independence there is disunity.Those who oppose women’s emancipation have complicatedreasons. I narrate a personal example of this. I was at a zoo anda young reformist man showed sympathy for a caged animal.When I suggested that women are similarly caged at homes, heretorted that there was no need to confuse matters and thateach subject matter should be dealt with separately. He thenchanged the subject” (Aage-Kadam Oct. 1937, p. 25-26). 

Unlike the women reformers, not only was there a lack of solidaritywith regard to women’s emancipation, but it was also alleged thatthe men who had taken the initiative were too busy trying to getahead that they failed to encourage and support the new womanand by criticizing and labelling her as weak hampered her progress.Besides, the women alleged that the men were willing to grant onlythose rights which did not hinder their own comfort and progress.Two women accused the men for making contradictory andambiguous demands by encouraging them to be “co-partners” onone hand and “dutiful wives” on the other. 
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Support and Role Models

The struggle for emancipation and self-determination was sought tobe speeded up and inspired by the progress made by Muslim womenin Middle Eastern countries, highlighting the achievements ofEuropean women and the role of Hindu women in public leadersphip. 
Other Muslim countries were of interest only as pathfinders for socialreform. The though of progressive Muslims on the Indiansubcontinent was concentrated on nationalism and not on theunification of the world of Islam (Woodsmall, 1983). For the DaudiBohra reformers Turkey presented on ideal model to emulate bothfrom the point of view of political autonomy and the women’squestion. The Turkish approach deliberately tried to destabilize theauthoritative socio-religious system of Islam. In doing so they did notattempt to discredit it as a personal belief. The editor of the“Women’s Section” while writing a eulogy to Khanbhai Amiji, one ofthe earliest champions of secular education had this to say: 

”Could he not see that Turkey’s progress is built one women’sadvancement and the pace at which women have been givenback their rights”? (Aage-Kadam Aug. 1937, p. 83).
Short news items were carried on protective laws passed by theTurkish government for its working women, the first Turkish womenpilots, etc. Report and articles were carried on compulsory educationfor girls in Lebanon, giving up of purdah among the Muslims ofSoviet Russia, etc...
The kind of future envisaged once women were educated and hadcome out of seclusion was examplified by some Indian - Hindu andMuslim and European women. These role modes emphasized bothtraditional roles and public participation in a variety of occupationsincluding political and military. The political participation of Hinduwomen such as Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, Hansa Mehta, Leelawati andMuslim women such as Begum Shah Nawaz and Rashida Lateef werehighlighted. While acknowledging the public and politicalparticipation of Hindu women, the editor alludes to the DeshmukhBill14 granting Hindu women property rights already given to Muslimwomen in the seventh century. European progress itself wasattributed to the conquest of Spain by the Moors but Daudi womencompared to European women were found woefully wanting ashighlighted in the following quote: 

”Young Spanish women full of beauty, married with childrenalongside the men they wear uniform, carry a gun and fight fortheir country. Where are these women and where are ourwomen! Believe me these are not Bohra women!” (Aage-Kadam April, 1938, p.25).
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At another place assuring them: 
”Miss Nora K. Smith, a school teacher, won a prize of athousand pounds for a story titled “A Stranger and aSojourner”. Do Bohra women still believe that women are lessintelligent?” (Aage-Kadam Idd Ank, 1938, p. 100).

Success of the Campaign and Concluding Remarks 

After almost a decade of struggle the campaign began to paydividends. The increase in enrollment of girls at the reformistmanaged Anglo-vernacular school in Karachi, the disregard for thepurdah ordinance at the industrial exhibition, the attendance ofwomen at the first All India Daudi Bohra Conference in January 1944and speeches delivered by two women at the Conference were seenas signs of progress and awakening among the women. Theoverwhelming impact of modernizing influences and the spirit ofnational independence had brought women out of seclusion and inthis context the clergy blessed the construction of a high school forgirls and on the question of purdah while verbally maintaining that itwas obligatory, the clergy on the other hand chose to ignore itsviolation. With this, first wave feminism among the Bohras ended.Unlike the Sunni Muslims, modernization came earlier to the Shias,being a highly organized sect, a gesture from the high priest wassufficent to set the wheels of progress in motion. 
The campaign by stressing the ideas of male/female complimentarilyrather than equality left unchallenged women’s dependence on menin social, legal and economic matters. It never sought to redefinewomen’s sphere but only sought to extend it. Whether these twocritical reforms led to challenging patriachal power within the familyneeds to be studied. In the attempt to widen women’s space, womenwere not just recipients of social change but alongside the men theywere makers of history too. Overall equal emphasis was laid on bothreligious and rational reasons for justifying these changes. Due to theforce of the wider reform movement in the community, it seems inretrospect almost inevitable that while the question of women’srights was raised, it was subsumed under the larger struggle foremancipation of the entire community from the power of the clergy.The reformers were convinced that lack of education and veilinghindered the progress of “real” reforms in the community and limitedwomen’s participation in the ongoing nationalist struggle. It wasassumed that with the accomplishment of both these demands,women would become aware of the rights granted to them in Islamand the floodgates to further emancipation would become wideopen. The campaign especially the one aimed at giving up the veilgenerate a backlash among the orthodox and again religious and
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moral arguments were put forward for its perpetuation however theall round spirit of independence, impact of modernizing influence,the progress made by women of other communities and the clergy’sneed for public acceptance all made such a reversal impossible. 
Notes:

1. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the fourth annual conference on“Women in Asia” at the University of Melbourne, Melbourne. Australia - 1-3rdOct. 93.
2 For a detailed note on the Daudi Bohras see Engineer, A; (1980) The Bohras N.Delhi: Vikas. 
3 The various sects among the Shias viz; the Khojas, Bohras, Sulaimanis, MahdiBaghs, Alyas (Alvi), arose over differences in the question of succession regardingthe legitimate representative of the sect. 
4 In all, thirty issues of Aage-Kadam have been examined. These include February toAugust, October, December 1937; January to September 1938; January to May1939; August and September, 1941; October to December, 1943 and March andApril 1944.
5 These include the Khojas, the Bohras and the Memons. 
6 H. Papanek in her writing on purdah has raised the question whether or notveiling was ever practised among the Ismaili Khojas. 
7 For a review of the wider reform movement in the Daudi sect see Engineer, A.(1980) The Bohras N. Delhi: Vikas. 
8 The two well known ones include the Burhanpur Dargah case of 1913 whichcentered on the amount of English medium education to be permitted in theschool at Burhanpur and the other was the Chandabhai Gulla (alms Box) case of1917.
9 For a comprehensive review of the beginnings of modern education among DaudiBohra girls see Ghadially, R. “Ismaili Bohra Women and Modern Education: ABeginning” Indian Journal of Gender Studies (forthcoming). 
10 Except for one article on the Karachi Bohra Women’s Association nothing wasfurther mentioned about its activities in the thirty issues of Aage-Kadamexamined.
11 At the turn of the century, Daudi women wore a burkha - a tent like garment,black in colour, worn from head to ankle with nets on the eyes. Evidently theburkha was not given up in toto but was gradually relaxed into what came to becalled a khais - of black or some dark color such as brown or blue and worn fromthe neck to ankles. The face and hands were visible. By the early or mid 40’s thiswas also discarded by the women. 
12 Letters in the Bombay Samachar 1940: a) 6/7/; b)13/7/; c) 27/7/; d) 22/6/; 1943: a)22/11/; 1944: a) 25/9/; b) 21/10/; c) 28/10/; d) 11/11/; e) 18/12/; f) 25/12/; g) 7/10/;1945: a) 13/8/; b) 1/1/; c) 8/9/; d) 22/9/; e) 8/10/; f) 14/11/; 1946: a) 3/8/; 1947: a) 12/5/;b) 11/10/; 1949: a) 14/3/; 1952: a) 29/12/; 1955: a) 4/7/; b) 28/11/; 1956: a) 17/9/.
13 It is my conjecture that this public adulation of the clergy was encouraged becauseof pending cases in the court that challenged the high priest’s power over the sectmembers. The two well known cases of the period were a legal challenge to thereligious leader’s ultimate sanction: the right to excommunicate recalcitrant Daudi
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and the other challenged the high priest’s exemption from the MohammedanWakf Act for the regulation of religious and charitable trusts. 
14 The Deshmukh Bill later known as the Hindu Code Bill was eventually passed bythe Indian parliament in 1956.
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Women in Iranian Civil Law
1905-1995

A. Mehrdad

O
nly the blind overlook the worsening condition of women underthe Islamic regime. The separation of religion and state isincomplete until the Iranian Civil Code is totally secularised.

The facts are more or less known: women are legally barred fromgoverning, acting as judges and executive posts in politics; forbiddenfrom taking part in many social and economic activities; barred ordiscouraged from many jobs.
With a few exceptions the Islamic state - the largest employer - givesemployment priority to men, excludes women from much of art andvirtually all of sport; deprives them from higher education in practice bypushing them into legalised premature marriage; and denied them theright to even chose the colour of their veil.
In civil law a woman is officially a second class citizen - and the fewreforms introduced in 1968 have been withdrawn. Gender inequalitieshave been introduced into the Criminal Code such that women havegreater punishment for many similar crimes than men. Less rights on oneside and more punishment on the other correctly describes the algebraic"equality" of sexes under Islamic regime.
Shah and sharia'a
In this article we wish to dig deeper and look at the place of women inIranian civil law since the latter was introduced after the ConstitutionalRevolution of 1905. We believe that the answer to the question of theinequality of women in Iran, and even broader issues like how toevaluate the real democratic potentials of socio-political currents withclaims on Iran of today and tomorrow, will be uncovered by similaranalyses which take the much broader perspective.
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The Civil Code of the Islamic regime, save for some importantchanges, was taken over intact from the previous regime. Thisapparent anomaly has a simple explanation: civil law, and inparticular the laws relating to ownership and personal affairs, wereoriginally written on the basis of Sharia'a (religious) law under thesupervision of senior clerics. Unsurprisingly, therefore, the familyorder these laws represent was lovingly and painstakingly extractedfrom the yellowing pages of religious texts written several centuriesago. The debt to these texts extends to preserving their archaiclanguage - which makes it particularly difficult to translate.
The role of women in the Civil Code is best observed in the lawsrelating to inheritance, marriage and divorce. The Code defines four"means of gaining ownership": revitalising barren land and takingpossession of objects belonging to no one; contracts andcommitments; obtaining the right of preemption; inheritance (Article140: Book 2). Inheritance is the only real means for women to cometo ownership. The others are closed to her, since any wealth, even ifacquired through the labour of women, belongs to the family andhence is the property of the head of the family: the father.
Let us examine how this unique source of property and wealth fareswith regards to women.
Inheritance: sexual apartheid

The share of the mother and grandmother is always half, or less, thanthe father and grandfather:
Article 906: If the deceased has no offspring of any kind, the wholeinheritance goes to the parents. If both parents are alive themother gets 1/3 and the father 2/3. If the mother has a hojab (arelative who reduced her share, Article 886) she receives 1/6th, theremainder going to the father.
Article 923: Where there are a number of grandparents, if they areall on the father's side, the male get twice the female; and if all onthe mother's side it will be divided equally. If the deceased hasbrothers and sisters, although they will not inherit, this will reducethe share of the mother (who now has a hojab) to 1/6.

The sister's share is half that of the brother

Article 920: If the inheritors of the deceased are brothers andsisters of the parents or of the father the share of the male is twicethat of the female.
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The wife's share is half that of the husband

Article 900: the share of the wife, or wives, on the death of thehusband in a childless marriage is 1/4, (the husband's share insimilar circumstances is one half: Article 899).
Article 887: If the [deceased] wife had children the husband's shareis reduced from 1/2 to 1/4 and if the [deceased] husband haschildren the wife's share is reduced from 1/4 to 1/8.
Article 946: The husband can inherit from all his wife's possessionsbut the wife only from (a) any moveable possession (b) houses andtrees. (ie the wife cannot inherit land, cattle, water and othermeans of production).
Article 947: The wife inherits the price of trees and houses not theactual. The valuation is made on the assumption of the right of thetrees or buildings to remain standing. (The women will have noshare in the legacy if the building or trees have no right to remainand have to be destroyed).
Article 943: In case of multiple wives, the share of the wife isdivided equally between the wives and is reduced to 1/4, 1/8, 1/16depending on the number.
Article 949: When there are no legatees other than the spouse, thehusband inherits the whole of his wife's estate, while the wifeinherits half the husband's estate, the remainder of the legacy isdealt with as in Article 866 [given over to the judge].

Inheritance by the woman does not arise from her role in the family but
is payment for sexual favours

Article 945: If a man is ill when he marries and dies withoutconsummating the marriage, the woman will inherit nothing, butshe will inherit if he had entered her, or if he dies after recoveryfrom his illness.
The husband inherits all his wife(s) wealth on her death. The legalbasis for this is that on marriage wives become the property of thefamily. The husband's derives his wealth, which is synonymous withthe wealth of the family, partly through inheritance, and partlythrough the labour of members of the family including the women.Yet when it comes to dividing up this wealth the wife cannot takemore than a clearly defined share of this wealth, even when she is thesole inheritor. A wife is only a limited inheritor.
The daughter inherits half or less than the son

Article 907: In case of multiple children the male inherit twice thefemale.
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Article 911: Between grandchildren the legacy is divided in theratio of 1:3 between male and female.
Article 899: If the daughter is the only child she inherits half theestate [if the only child is a son his inheritance is not fixed.Deducting the fixed share (farz) of the parents (1/3), he inherits theremaining 2/3)].
Article 902: In the absence of a son, if there are two or moredaughters they take 2/3 of the legacy [ie two or more girls areequal to one boy].

If inheritance laws define a system, the family order in Iran is defendedby the inheritance laws which are focused on the male and defined byblood linkage. In Iran of today, and yesterday, these laws are rooted onrelations between two completely different and unequal genders whichcannot be merged in any way - there operates a total legal sexualapartheid.
Proposing, dowry

A woman, regardless of age, and particularly if a virgin, has not the rightto chose her husband except in exceptional circumstances.
Article 1034: It is possible to seek the hand in marriage of anywoman free of any obstacle to marriage [ie the choosing of amarriage partner is a male prerogative].
Article 1043: The marriage of a girl, even if over 18 years, isdependent on the permission of the father or paternalgrandfather. If the father or the father's father refuse thispermission without an acceptable reason, the girl, by introducingthe man she wishes to marry, and the conditions of marriage anddowry they had agreed among themselves, can apply to amarriage office. The office can perform the marriage ceremonyfive days after it had informed the father or paternal grandfather,[what constitutes and who decides on the unacceptable reason isunclear].

Dowry (mahr) promised by the husband to the wife is nothing but a pricepaid for sexual possession of her body:
Article 1080: Both parties must decide on the amount of mahr.
Article 1082: A woman will gain possession of the mahr onmarriage and can do what she will with it.
Article 1085: A wife can refuse to fulfil her duties towards thehusband until the mahr is handed over to her - on condition thatthe mahr is halal (legitimate from a religious angle).
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Article 1088: (In a permanent marriage - as district from"temporary marriage" - the amount of mahr is not stated or itsabsence stipulated) if one of the couple dies before the marriage isconsummated the woman is not entitled to any mahr.
Article 1092: If the husband divorces his wife before consuming themarriage she receives half her mahr. If he had already paid morethan half the mahr, he can ask her to return the excess either inkind, in cost or symbolically.
Article 1093: If mahr was not stated in the marriage contract, andthe husband divorces his wife before consummating the marriageand determining the amount of mahr, she can only claim the mahrdue to temporary wives (marh el-mottae'h). If divorce occurs afterconsummating the marriage she is entitled to marh el-mesl(estimated depending on her social origin).

The relations described in these and similar Articles are those of acommercial transaction with sexual favours as the commodity beingexchanged. There are no trace of inter-human relations in these lines.
Marriage and divorce

In return for subsistence she surrenders to her husband her right to
home and job

Article 1106: In a permanent marriage the husband must givesubsistence (nafagheh) to his wife. Article 1107 defines this ashousing, clothes, food, and furniture in keeping with her statureand includes servants if she is accustomed to these or needs itbecause of illness or bodily defects.
Article 1114: Unless otherwise specified [in the marriage contract]the wife must live in the house determined by her husband.
Article 1115: The husband can ban his wife from pursuing a tradeor industry which conflict with the interests of the family or thestation of the woman herself.

A woman sells herself for her mahr and can buy herself back by paying
more or less that amount

Article 1133: A man can divorce his wife any time he wishes.
A women does not have this right except in very exceptionalcircumstances and with permission from the court. She canincorporate various clauses into the marriage contract whichallows her to apply to the court for divorce. (Thus legally she doesnot have divorce rights - it is a contract with her future husband).
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Article 1146: A "compensation divorce" (talagh-e khale') is onewhen a woman, because of distaste for her husband can obtaindivorce in return for money she gives to him, regardless ofwhether this sum is equal, greater or less than the agreed mahr.
Here the commodity feature of a woman in her relationship with aman is at its most succinct: she has been sold in return for the mahrand can buy herself back by returning (more or less) the same.Moreover, the man is not compelled to divorce her, and is free tochose, his choice being authorised by sharia'a.
Children

Here too the male dominance is central

Article 1158: A child born to marriage is the responsibility of thefather (provided no less than 6, and no more than 10 months haveelapsed since sexual intercourse).
Article 1159: A child born after dissolution of marriage is theresponsibility of the father provided the wife has not remarriedand the child was born less than 10 months from the divorce(unless it is proven that less than 6, or more than 10 months haveelapsed from sexual intercourse to the birth of the child).
Article 1167: A child born from adultery does not belong to theman (that is an illegitimate child has neither a religious nor a legalfather. It is stated in another part that such a child will not inheritfrom the father).
Article 1168: The care of children is both the right and the duty ofthe parents. 
Article 1169: The mother has priority until two years, and for girlsseven years, after birth; thereafter fostering is with the father.
Article 1180: An under-age child is under the natural guardianship(velay-at) of the father and the father's father, as is a stunted childor an idiot provided the stunting or idiocy is related to under-age.
Article 1181: Either father or paternal grandfather have the rightof guardianship of their children.
Article 1183: The guardian is the legal representative on all mattersrelating to financial rights, ownership of the ward.
Article 1184: Guardianship will never pass to the mother or thegrandmother. If the natural guardian (father or paternalgrandfather) does not have the ability to control the wealth of theward… the court will appoint a just guardian.
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Article 1233: Even when there is need to find a carer (ghayem)and not a guardian for "under-age children, idiots, and stuntedpersons" the mother is not the choice: A wife cannot care forher young children without the permission of the husband.
Thus after the father and his father, the guardianship of under-agechildren and idiots is given over to the courts and not to the motherunless her husband gives permission.

Article 1251: If an unmarried woman who has been given the rightto care for children remarries, even if she is the mother of thewards, she must inform the court within one month. The judge orhis representative can, with consideration of the new conditions ofthe woman, chose a new carer for the children or someone tosupervise her care.
Owning the wife

The picture given of women in Iranian civil law, even before theIslamic regime came to power, is thus:
Half a person, traded and owned as a commodity, the exchange valuebeing set by her social standing, at the behest of her father orpaternal grandfather. Like any commodity moving from the realm ofexchange to the realm of use she comes under the care and use of thehusband.
While she remains obedient and fulfils her function she has the rightto demand a living standard commensurate with her social standing.She must continue with this service for whatever time her husbandwills. When he divorces her she has no other claim on him than theagreed mahr - the rental agreed on the marriage contract. She has noright on the children bar the duty to care for them.
Regardless of how much she gives of herself for the material andspiritual gain of the family, she has but a small and fixed share of thefamily fortune. On the other hand, the man has total ownership ofthe women which includes her physical and sexual self (a womanmust agree to sexual intercourse whenever her husband wishes whilehis reciprocal obligation to her is once every four months).
He, as the owner and possessor of the woman, can enjoy all the rightsdue to any owner of an asset, while any reciprocal demand orwilfulness on her part is taken as disobeying the man, the owner ofthe household. He can take also into his possession any other woman.The wife functions in effect as the private property of a landownerwho can at any moment possess other private lands. In keeping withownership rights a woman is punishable by law for disobeying the
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rules of ownership (marriage). He, however, is only punished if hetransgresses the ownership right of another man. Otherwise he cando what he pleases provided he performs some trivial acts (temporarymarriage needs no more than an agreement between the twoparties, the exchange or promise of a gift and the undertaking by thegirl not to re-marry for 100 days).
What the Islamic regime added was to make an already unequalrelationship even more unequal by removing the reforms introducedthrough Family Laws of 1958 and 1968: Reducing the age of marriagefor women once again to 9, removing the woman's right to divorce inexceptional circumstances, barring women from leaving the housewithout permission from her husband…
Sharia'a then and now

It is easy to allow the appalling state of women under the reign ofthe present regime in Iran to deflect us from appreciating thatresuscitating the 1968 Family Protection Law will not end sexualapartheid or the semi-slavery of Iranian women.
The whole legal system underlying the family needs a major overhaulif formal gender equality were to be achieved, and if the politicalsystems, which in different guises, lean on this inequality to sustainthe enslavement of both men and women, is to be demolished.
Yet both the possibility and need for fundamental changes in thefamily law encoded in the Iranian civil code exist today and can beargued for:
This order is incompatible with current economic realities. This systemis one founded on a father-centred family, an independent economicunit, which sustained a semi-nomadic semi-agricultural society. In thisorder the legal status of the family derives from its socio-economicrole where the father acts as the guarantor of the unity and onenessof the elements of the family, land and other means of production,thereby creating the external conditions which guaranteed thesurvival and reproduction of the family.
For some time now these condition have disappeared in Iran. Thefamily as an independent unit of production has collapsed and largesections reorganised in new economic units. These new economicunits, whether factory, farm or small service enterprises, rely on thefree labour of individuals. Gone are any traces of the family in itstotality. Exceptions apart, the equality of its components, in the legal-formal sense, have been accepted. In this equality, men and womenare unconnected to each other, and as individuals independentlyenter into exchange or are objects of exchange.
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In this new order, the right of being master is not with the father ofthe family but with the management of the enterprise or institute.The sex of the manager is, in the legal sense, immaterial to theeconomic unit, and a woman is as free to leave the job as the man,and has as much choice of taking another job - assuming one exists -as her male counterpart.
Of course modern capitalism continues to resurect and reproduce pre-capitalist modes, alongside modern forms of production. Thisintermixing of several modes of production is particularly marked inperipheral capitalist states. Among these is the use of domestic labourof various kind including domestic housework.
Yet, at least for those professing democratic credentials, it would betotally anachronistic to support such archaic forms of exploitation.These persons need to ask themselves how compatible is the existinglegal system with this productive and economic unit, and how long isit defensible in the name of cultural, moral and whatever values?
Democracy is impossible to construct on the current civil law. Ademocratic system, no matter how unradical and irresolute, cannotignore two principles: that of formal-legal freedom and that offormal-legal equality of all elements of society.
The preservation of sexual, ethnic or religious apartheid, of anysecond and third class citizenship and the formal and legal acceptanceof various forms of slavery have little affinity with democracy. Only anon-democratic, domineering and paternalistic order can beconstructed on a system based on male domination. While thepsychological, cultural and legal basis of the family is on authority,guardianship and centrality of the father it is not possible to escape apolitical order dependent on a shah, a velayate faghih (absolute ruleof the knowledgeable cleric on civil and political society), a leader, ora furher. The removal of the chador (Islamic covering from head totoe) may hand over the rule of the ayatollah to an authoritarian shah,but cannot reorganise a non-democratic political order into ademocratic one.
While this legal order persists religion and state remain inseparable.There is no place in a secular state, one where religion and state havebeen separated, for substituting sharia'a for law, quotation forrationality and Koranic text for decision.
Notwithstanding the belief current among much liberal and even leftopinion, to remove the clergy from the levers of power is notsynonymous with a secular state.
For this the law must be released from the prison of sharia'a. To theextent that sharia'a rules over the legal framework of the state, to
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that extent religion rules over that state, and one cannot speak of ademocratic government, or even of the rule of law. To accept sharia'alaws is to accept the right of the religious jurist to extract these laws.No matter how limited or proscribed that right, you cannot stop thereligious law-maker from calling into question secular laws, andultimately their legitimacy. Such societies are marked by dual (andeven multiple) laws, laws characterised by their impermanence.
The fact that women were given the vote in the years leading to therevolution and other gains are important achievements of thewomen's movement in Iran. But let us not lose sight of the fact that,from what has been achieved, to what must be reached, there is ahuge gulf.
You cannot get the right to vote, and consolidate it, in the politicalsphere, and surrender to its opposite at home. The freedom ofwomen in the socio-political setting and their slavery at home are notcompatible. To deny the right of self-ownership on a woman's body isinconsistent with a society based on equal and free citizens.
The legal framework that our Civil Code provides for women is thatof a society glued to barbarism, far from civilization. A society wherewomen are "honourable ladies, sacrificing mothers and wives, underwhose feet paradise grows": but have not the right to own, to travel,to marry, to work, to study… that society cannot escape the guardian,the master, the dictator, the demagogue, the ayatollah, the shah…
In today's Iran, the many self-proclaimed defenders of democracy anddisengagers of religion and state are at a historic cross road. Theymust confront squarely the question of the need for the legal-civicequality of sexes. When paying lip service to the principle of theequality of men and women, what family order and what legalframework do they accept? When speaking of political realism howcommitted are they to their principles? Will they once again in a"virile manner" vault over the short wall of women? Recent historyhas been less than edifying. Spring 1995.
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Islam and Women's Rights:
A Case Study

Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na'im

G
iven the rising tide of Islamisation in Muslim countries and its callfor wider recognition of Shari'a as the primary legal basis ofMuslim nations, concerns about Shari'a's conflict with humanrights standards must be addressed. Such conflict and tension betweenhistorical formations of Shari'a and modern standards of human rights isreadily illustrated by the situation of women in Muslim countries today.

The status and rights of women are a major human rights concern in allparts of the world: women are consistently oppressed, discriminatedagainst, and denied their rightful equality with men. Although thesituation has recently improved in some developed countries, I believethat it is by no means satisfactory anywhere in the world today.
The present focus on Muslim violations of the human rights of womendoes not mean that these are peculiar to the Muslim world. As a Muslim,however, I am particularly concerned with the situation in the Muslimworld and wish to contribute to its improvements.
The discussion is organized in terms of the status and rights of Muslimwomen in the private sphere, particularly within the family, and in publicfora, in relation to access to work and particularly in public affairs. Thisclassification is recommended for the Muslim context because thepersonal law aspects of Shari'a, family law and inheritance, have beenapplied much more consistently than the public law doctrines. The statusand rights of women in private life have always been significantlyinfluenced by Shari'a regardless of the extent of Islamization of thepublic debate.
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A. Shari'a and the Human Rights of Women

This part begins with a brief survey of the general principles and rules ofShari'a which are likely to have a negative impact on the status and rightsof women. This includes general principles which affect the socializationof both men and women and the orientation of society at large as well aslegal rules in the formal sense. The most important principle of Shari'ainfluencing the status and rights of women is the notion of qawama.Qawama has its origin in verse 4:34 of the Koran which states that:
"Men have qawama (guardianship and authority) over womenbecause of the advantage they (men) have over them (women)and because they (men) spend their property in supporting them(women)".

According to Shari'a interpretations of this verse, men as a group are theguardians of and are superior to women as a group, and the men of aparticular family are the guardians of and are superior to the women ofthat family.
This notion of general and specific qawama has had far reachingconsequences for the status and rights of women in both the private andpublic domains. For example, Shari'a provides that women aredisqualified from holding general public office, which involves theexercise of authority over men, because, in keeping with verse 4:34 of theQur'an men are entitled to exercise authority over women and not thereverse.
Another general principle of shari'a which has broad implications for thestatus and rights of Muslim women is the notion of al-hijab, the veil. Thismeans more than requiring women to cover their bodies and faces inpublic. Several verses can be quoted to illustrate how Islam controlswomen's dress mode, movement and life outside the home. Verse 24:31of the Qur'an states that:

"And say to the believing women that they should lower theirgaze and guard their modesty; that they should not display theirbeauty and ornaments except what (must ordinarily) appearthereof; that they should draw their veil over their bosoms and notdisplay their beauty except to their husbands, their fathers, theirsons, their husbands's sons, their brothers or their brothers's sonsor their sisters's sons or their women…"
Furthermore, verse 33:33 states that:

"…And stay quietly in your houses, and make not a dazzlingdisplay, like that of the former Times of Ignorance; …"
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Verse 33:59 requires women to:
"…cast their garments over their persons (when abroad): that ismost convenient, that they should be known (as such) and notmolested".

According to the interpretations of the above, women are supposed tostay at home and not leave it except when required to by urgentnecessity. When they are permitted to venture beyond their home, theymust do so with their bodies and faces covered. Al-hijab tends toreinforce women's inability to hold public office and restricts their accessto public life. They are not supposed to participate in public life, becausethey must not mix with men even in public places.
In addition to these general limitations on the rights of women underShari'a, there are a number of specific rules in private and public law thatdiscriminate against women and highlight women's general inferiorityand inequality. In family law for example, men have the right to marry upto four wives and the power to exercise complete control over themduring marriage, to the extent of punishing them for disobedience if themen deem that to be necessary. In contrast, the co-wives are supposed tosubmit to their husband's will and endure his punishments. While ahusband is entitled to divorce any of his wives at will, a wife is notentitled to divorce, except by judicial order on very specific and limitedground. Another private law feature of discrimination is found in the lawof inheritance, where the general rule is that women are entitled to halfthe share of men.
While a husband is entitled to divorce any of his wives at will, a wife isnot entitled to divorce, except by judicial order on very specific andlimited ground.
In addition to their general inferiority under the principle of qawamaand lack of access to public life as a consequence of the notion of al-hijab, women are subjected to further specific limitations in the publicdomain. For instance, in the administration of justice, Shari'a holdswomen to be incompetent witnesses in serious criminal offensesregardless of their knowledge of the facts. In civil cases where a woman'stestimony is accepted, it takes two women to make a single witness. Diya,monetary compensation to be paid to victims of violent crimes or to theirsurviving kin, is less for female victims than it is for male victims.
The private and public aspects of Shari'a overlap and interact. Thegeneral principles of qawama and al-hijab operate at the public as well asthe private levels. Public law discrimination against women emphasizestheir inferiority at home. The inferior status and rights of women inprivate law justify discrimination against them in public life. Theseoverlapping and interacting principles and rules play an extremely
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significant role in the socialization of both women and men. Notions ofwomen's inferiority are deeply embedded in the character and attitudesof both women and men from early childhood.
This does not mean that the whole of Shari'a has had a negative impacton the status and rights of women. Relatively early on, Shari'a grantedwomen certain rights of equality which were not achieved by women inother legal systems until recently. For example, from the very beginning,Shari'a guaranteed a woman's independent legal personality to own anddispose of property in her own right on equal footing with men, andsecured for women certain minimum rights in family law and inheritancelong before other legal systems recognized similar rights.
These theoretical rights under Shari'a, however, may not be realized inpractice. Other Shari'a rules may hamper or inhibit women fromexercising these rights in some societies. According to one author,Pastner, "while legally recognized as economic persons to whom propertyis transmitted, Muslim women are constrained from acting out economicroles because of other legal, as well as ideological, components of Muslimfemale status". Customary practice in certain rural Muslim communitiesdenies women their rightful inheritance under Shari'a. While strictapplication of Shari'a would improve the status and rights of women incomparison to customary practice in these situations, the position ofwomen under Shari'a would nevertheless fall short of the standards setby international human rights instruments.
This is Shari'a doctrine as it is understood by the vast majority of Muslimstoday. Significant possibilities exist for reform, but to undertake suchreforms effectively, we must be clear on what Shari'a is rather than whatit can or ought to be. Some Muslim feminists emphasize the positiveaspects of Shari'a while overlooking the negative aspects. Others restricttheir analysis to the Qur'an, and select only verses favoring the status ofwomen while overlooking other parts and failing to take into accountthe ways in which the parts they select have been interpreted by theShari'a jurists. Neither approach is satisfactory. Shari'a is a complex andintegrated whole and must be perceived as such.
The status and rights of Muslim women are affected by the negative aswell as the positive aspects of Shari'a. In fact, its negative aspects mayreceive greater emphasis than its positive aspects in some Muslimsocieties today. Moreover, Shari'a jurists have developed specificjurisprudential techniques which control and limit the prospects ofreform within the framework of Shari'a.
As will be explained in the final section on Islamic reform and humanrights, modernist Muslims may need to challenge and change thosetechniques before they can implement significant reforms.
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B. Muslim Women at Home

The human rights of Muslim women have been directly and continuouslyaffected within the family by Shari'a, because its relevant aspects haveremained in force under the legal systems of the vast majority of Muslimcountries. This control which Shari'a exercises over the private realm ofthe home and family is so entrenched, and its violation of human rightsso clear, that it may explain in part why some Muslim countries refuse toratify the relevant human rights instruments or at least enter reservationson their obligations under certain human rights treaties.
For example, Egypt is one of the very few Muslim countries to haveratified the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of DiscriminationAgainst Women of 1979. It entered, however, a reservation to Article 16of the Convention which provides for the equality of men and women inall matters relating to marriage and family relations during the marriageand upon its dissolution. The Egyptian reservation specifically stated thatsince these matters were governed by Shari'a, Egypt had to derogatefrom its obligations under the Convention.
The Shari'a personal law enforced in Iran is not significantly differentfrom that prevailing in Sunni countries like Egypt except for theadditional affront to the human dignity of women and the seriousviolation of their human rights caused by the institution of mut'a ortemporary marriage, peculiar to Shi'a jurisprudence. According to thistype of marriage, a man is entitled to take as many "temporary wives" ashe can afford in addition to his four "permanent wives". In contrast toregular marriage which is contracted theoretically for life, mut'amarriage is contracted for a specific period of time, in terms of years,months, days or perhaps even hours.
In addition to the discrimination and humiliation this type of "marriage"causes to the unfortunate temporary "wife", it demeans all women anddegrades the institution of marriage itself. Despite these and many otherextremely serious social and human rights implications of this type of"marriage", it is still practiced in Iran today.
Some Muslim countries have introduced limited reforms in the family lawfield. These appear to be more likely to survive traditionalist andfundamentalist backlash than the Iranian ones discussed above, becauseof their modest nature. The 1979 amendments to the personal law ofEgypt "were carefully formulated to forestall any unnecessaryconfrontation with conservative religious elements. These amendmentsmaintained the husband's rights of unilateral divorce and polygamywhile seeking to balance those rights by some procedural and financialguarantees for the wife. In Pakistan, the Muslim Family Laws Ordinanceof 1961 introduced some reforms. Among other measures, it instituted anetwork of Arbitration Councils to deal with divorce, polygamy and
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maintenance of wives. Now, the written permission of the ArbitrationCouncil is required before a married man can take another wife. 
These reforms are only small steps toward redressing human rightsobjections to the status of women under Shari'a, and yet they arecriticized by traditionalist and fundamental groups as un-Islamic. Therepeal of the Iranian reforms and the threat of revision of the Egyptianand Pakistani reforms suggest (to one author) the need to use legitimateIslamic methodology in rendering such reforms. I agree with thisrecommendation and add that the reforms must also go far enough toguarantee the full human rights of women in family and inheritance law. 
C. Muslim Women in Public Life

A similar and perhaps more drastic conflict exists between reformist andconservative trends in relation to the status and rights of women in thepublic domain. Unlike personal law matters, where Shari'a was neverdisplaced by secular law, in most Muslim countries, constitutional,criminal and other public law matters have come to be based on secular,mainly Western, legal concepts and institutions. Consequently, thestruggle over Islamization of public law has been concerned with the re-establishment of Shari'a where it has been absent for decades, or at leastsince the creation of the modern Muslim nation states in the first half ofthe twentieth century. In terms of women's rights, the struggle shalldetermine whether women can keep the degree of equality and rights inpublic life they have achieved under secular constitutions and laws.
In Pakistan, for example, the 1973 Constitution dealt with fundamentalquestions in relation to the role of Islam in constitutional and otherpublic affairs. However, such issues are rarely finally resolved byconstitutional provisions. In fact, constitutional guarantees clearly didlittle to settle questions pertaining to the status and rights of women inPakistan.
Article 25 (2) of the 1973 Constitution prohibits discrimination basedsolely on gender. Article 27 (1) outlaws discrimination against qualifiedcandidates for federal service solely on the basis of gender. Among thePrinciples of State Policy, Article 34 states that: 

"Steps shall be taken to ensure full participation of women in allspheres of national life". 
The 1973 Constitution also provides for universal adult suffrage andreserves a certain number of seats for women in the National Assemblyand regional assemblies in addition to their right to compete for non-reserved seats. Unfortunately these provisions have been contested andtheir practical value diminished in variety of ways.
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The Council of Islamic Ideology was one of the institutional mechanismsthat tended to diminish the value of constitutional protections forwomen's rights. According to Article 230 (1) (c) of the 1973 Constitution,this Council is authorized to "make recommendations as to the measuresfor bringing existing laws into conformity with the Injunctions of Islamand the stages by which such measures should be brought into effect.This mandate was taken seriously throughout the Zia ul-Haq periodduring which the Council played an active role in the implementation ofpolicies of Islamization.
One component of the new Education Policy adopted by Zia's regime in1978 was the progressive segregation of men and women in highereducation and the establishment of separate women's universities. Asone observer commented:

"Such an eventuality could not but have disastrous repercussionson both women's higher education and their career opportunities.At a time when women were breaking ground in new fields - forinstance, engineering, town planning, architecture, aeronautics - awomen's university could not possibly offer these subjects to thefew pioneers then undertaking them in a co-educationalinstitution". (Hussain, The Struggle of Women in the NationalDevelopment of Pakistan, in Muslim Women 198, 210-211)
Pakistani women have been concerned with the implications of the policyof Islamization for their careers and successfully have protested againstencroachments on their role in public life. Zia ul-Haq's regime did showsome sensitivity to protests and demands by women's organizations. Heappointed the first female cabinet secretary in Pakistan's history, andlater appointed a female minister of state.
In 1979 he established a Women's Division within his cabinet whoseactivities included co-sponsoring of a conference which recommendedthe elimination of stereotyping of women in textbooks, the projection ofa more responsible and positive image of women in national life, andgreater representation of women in educational administration andpolicy-making. In response to protests by the All Pakistan Women'sAssociation and seventeen other women's groups against instructions bythe Minister of Information restricting the appearance of female modelsin commercial advertising, Zia's regime declared that it "had no intentionwhatsoever to debar them (women) from taking an active part innational affairs”.
With the election of Benazir Bhutto as the first female Prime Minister ofPakistan, one expected more action in support of women's right to publiclife. Nevertheless, one must not underestimate the power of theproponents of Shari'a in Pakistan or any other Muslim country. Neither
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women's organizations nor politicians can afford to disregard ordownplay the Islamic factor. Numerous studies show that a variety ofeconomic and social factors contribute to the current status and rights ofwomen in the Muslim world and to their own perceptions of andreactions to their situation. But these studies also emphasize, in one wayor another, the Islamic dimensions of these same factors.
The Islamization slogan appears to have aroused considerable excitementand enthusiasm in Pakistan. Even the Pakistan People's Party, presently inpower after the death of Zia ul-Haq, has declared its commitment toIslamization policy and continues to compete with the Islamic parties inthis regard. But there are problems, as one observer noted:

The matter, however, becomes complicated and contentious whenan attempt is made to translate the slogan into actual policies. Notmuch imagination is required to realize that the vision of anIslamic social order entertained by the Ulema (Ulama, traditionalreligious scholars) differs radically from that envisaged by educatedand articulate women. But even Sunni politicians of the religious-oriented parties are by no means unanimous in their conception ofan Islamic state.
This comment applies throughout the Muslim world, including Iranwhere differences exist among Shi'a politicians. Educated women andother modernist segments of society may not be able to articulate theirvision of an Islamic state in terms of Shari'a, because aspects of Shari'aare incompatible with certain concepts and institutions which thesegroups take for granted, including the protection of all human rights. Tothe extent that efforts for the protection and promotion of human rightsin the Muslim world must take into account the Islamic dimension of thepolitical and sociological situation in Muslim countries, a modernistconception of Islam in needed.
Islamic Reform and Human Rights

I have referred several times to the need for Islamic reform to protect andpromote human rights in the Muslim world. Such reforms must besufficient to resolve human rights problems with Shari'a whilemaintaining legitimacy from the Islamic point of view. On the one hand,it is futile to advocate reforms which are unlikely to be acceptable toMuslims as satisfying the religious criteria of Islamic reform.
Islamic reform needs must be based on the Qur'an and Sunna, theprimary source of Islam. Although Muslims believe that the Qur'an is theliteral and final word of God, and Sunna are the traditions of his finalProphet, they also appreciate that these sources have to be understoodand applied through human interpretation and action. As I have pointed
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out above, these sources have been interpreted by the founding jurists ofShari'a and applied throughout Muslim history. Because thoseinterpretations were developed by Muslim jurists in the past, it should bepossible for modern jurists to advance alternative interpretations of theQur'an and Sunna.
An Adequate Reform Methodology

I have elsewhere argued extensively for this position and advanced aspecific reform methodology which I believe would achieve the necessarydegree of reform. The basic premise of my position, based on the word ofthe late Sudanese Muslim reformer Ustadh Mahmoud Mohammed Taha,is that the Shari'a reflects a historically-conditioned interpretation ofIslamic scriptures in the sense that the founding jurists had to understandthose sources in accordance with their own social, economic, and politicalcircumstances.
In relation to the status and rights of women, for example, equalitybetween men and women in the eighth and ninth centuries in theMiddle East, or anywhere else at the time, would have beeninconceivable and impracticable. It was therefore natural and indeedinevitable that Muslim jurists would understand the relevant texts of theQur'an and Sunna as confirming rather than repudiating the realities ofthe day.
In interpreting the primary sources of Islamic in their historical context,the founding jurists of Shari'a tended not only to understand the Qur'anand Sunna as confirming existing social attitudes and institutions, butalso to emphasize certain texts and "enact" them into Shari'a while de-emphasizing other texts or interpreting them in ways consistent withwhat they believed to be the intent and purpose of the sources. Workingwith the same primary sources, modern Muslim jurists might shiftemphasis from one class of texts to the other, and interpret thepreviously enacted texts in ways consistent with a new understanding ofwhat is believed to be the intent and purpose of the sources.
This new understanding would be informed by contemporary social,economic and political circumstances in the same way that the "old"understanding on which Shari'a jurists acted was informed by the thenprevailing circumstances. The new understanding would qualify forIslamic legitimacy, in my view, if it is based on specific texts in opposingthe application of other texts, and can be shown to be in accordance withthe Qur'an and Sunna as a whole.
For example, the general principle of qawama, the guardianship andauthority of men over women under Shari'a, is based on verse 4:34 of theQur'an quoted earlier. This verse presents qawama as a consequence oftwo conditions: men's advantage over and financial support of women.
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The fact that men are generally physically stronger than most women isnot relevant in modern times where the rule of law prevails over physicalmight. Moreover, modern circumstances are making the economicindependence of women from men more readily realized andappreciated. In other words, neither of the conditions - advantages ofphysical might or earning power - set by verse 4:34 as the justification forthe qawama of men over women is tenable today.
Neither of the conditions or advantages of physical might or earningpower-set by verse 4:34 as the justification for the qawama of men overwomen is tenable today.
The fundamental position of the modern human rights movement is thatall human beings are equal in worth and dignity, regardless of gender,religion, or race. This position can be substantiated by the Qur'an andother Islamic sources, as understood under the radically transformedcircumstances of the day. For example, in numerous verses the Qur'anspeaks of honor and dignity for "humankind" and "children of Adam",without distinction as to race, color, gender, or religion. By drawing onthese sources and being willing to set aside archaic and datedinterpretations of other sources, we can provide Islamic legitimacy for thefull range of human rights for women.
Similarly numerous verses in the Qur'an provide for freedom of choiceand non-compulsion in religious belief and conscience. These verses havebeen either de-emphasized as having been "overruled" by other verseswhich were understood to legitimize coercion. Women's and humanrights organizations could therefore rely on those verses of the Qur'anwhich extol freedom of religion rather than those that legitimizereligious coercion. For example, verse 9:29 of the Qur'an was taken as thefoundation of the whole of dhimma, and its consequent discriminationagainst non-Muslims.
Relying on those verses which extol freedom of religion rather than thosethat legitimize religious coercion, one can argue that the dhimma systemshould no longer be part of Islamic law and that complete equalityshould be assured regardless of religion or belief.
The same argument can be used to abolish all negative legalconsequences of apostasy as inconsistent with the Islamic principle offreedom of religion.
Reference has been made to the possible need to challenge somejurisprudential techniques of Shari'a in order to implement the necessarydegree of reform. One of the main mechanisms for development andreform within the framework of Shari'a is ijtihad-independent juristicreasoning to provide for new principles and rules of Shari'a in situationson which the Qur'an and Sunna were silent. By virtue of its rationale and
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textual support, ijtihad was not supposed to be exercised in any mattergoverned by clear and categorical texts of Qur'an and/or Sunna becausethat would amount to substituting juristic reasoning for the fundamentalsources of Islam. According to the prevailing view in Shari'a, ijtihadshould not be exercised even in matters settled through ijma, (consensus).
Some of the problematic aspects of Shari'a identified in this Article,however, are based on clear and categorical texts of Qur'an and Sunna.To achieve the necessary degree of reform, I would therefore suggestthat the scope of ijtihad be expanded to enable modern Muslim juristsnot only to change rules settled through ijma, but also to substitutepreviously enacted texts with other, more general, texts of Qur'an andSunna despite the categorical nature of the prior texts. This proposal isnot radical as it may seem because the proposed new rule would also bebased on the Qur'an or Sunna, albeit on a new interpretation of the text.For example, the above-mentioned categorical verse 9:29 regulating thestatus of non-Muslims would be superseded by the more general versesproviding for freedom of religion and inherent dignity of all humanbeings without distinction as to faith or belief.
I believe that the choice of texts to be implemented as modern IslamicShari'a is systematic and not arbitrary; it is based on the timing andcircumstances of revelation as well as the relationship of the text to thethemes and objectives of Islam as a whole. Moreover, I maintain that theproposed reinterpretation is consistent with normal Arabic usage andapparent sense of the text. It is neither contrived nor strained. Theultimate test of legitimacy and efficacy is, of course, acceptance andimplementation by Muslims throughout the world.
Prospects for Acceptance and Likely Impact of the Proposed Reform

In addition to this methodology's own Islamic legitimacy and cohesion, atleast two main factors are likely to affect the acceptance andimplementation of this or any other reform. It must be timely, addressingurgent concerns and issues facing Muslim societies, and it must bedisseminated and discussed in Muslim countries. I believe that myproposal will be acceptable to Muslim peoples if offered in an effectiveand organized manner. Paradoxical as it may seem, I suspect that theproposal may face difficulties of dissemination and discussion preciselybecause it is timely.
This proposal is timely because Muslims throughout the world aresensitive to charges that their religious law and cultural traditions permitand legitimize human rights violations; hence the efforts ofcontemporary Muslim authors to dispel such allegations. Governments ofMuslim countries, like many other governments formally subscribe to
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international human rights instruments because, in my view, they findthe human rights idea an important legitimizing force both at home andabroad. Moreover, as explained earlier, many emerging women'sorganizations and modernist forces are now asserting and articulatingtheir demands for justice and equality in terms of international humanrights standards.
Nevertheless, the proposed reform will probably be resisted because itchallenges the vested interests of powerful forces in the Muslim worldand may upset male-dominated traditional political and socialinstitutions. These forces probably will try to restrict opportunities for agenuine consideration of this reform methodology. It is equally likely thatthey will attempt to obstruct its acceptance and implementation in thename of Islamic orthodoxy. Proponents of Shari'a will also resist itbecause it challenges their view of the good Muslim society and the idealIslamic state.
Consequently, the acceptance and implementation of this reformmethodology will involve a political struggle within Muslim nations aspart of a larger general struggle for human rights.
I would recommend this proposal to participants in that struggle whochampion the cause of justice and equality for women and non-Muslims,and freedom of belief and expression in the Muslim world. Given theextreme importance of Islamic legitimacy in Muslim societies, I urgehuman rights advocates to claim the Islamic platform and not concede itto the traditionalist and fundamentalist forces in their societies. I wouldalso invite outside supporters of Muslim human rights advocates toexpress their support with due sensitivity and genuine concern for Islamiclegitimacy in the Muslim world.
As I have tried to show throughout this Article, the problematic aspectsof Shari'a are not the sole underlying causes of human rights violations inthe Muslim world. Other extra-Islamic structural and socio-economicfactors also contribute to human rights problems. But the primaryobjectives of this Article have been: 

(1) to address the extent to which Shari'a-related factorscontribute to human rights violations in the Muslim world; and 
(2) to propose a way of overcoming that particular dimension ofthe status of human rights in the Muslim world.

Conclusion

This Article began with the general premise that human rights violationsreflect the lack or weakness of cultural legitimacy of international
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standards in a particular society. In accordance with this premise, becauseShari'a, as the accepted version of the law of Islam, is inconsistent withcertain human rights, those rights probably will be violated in the Muslimworld, regardless of formal participation in international human rightsinstruments. This is likely to occur even if Shari'a is not constituted as theformal legal system of the country in question. As a religious and ethicalcode, Shari'a has far-reaching political and social influence, irrespective ofits official legal status in Muslim countries. The evidence reviewed abovefrom case studies of several Muslim countries illustrates Shari'a'sextensive influence under very different cultural and legal conditions.
Therefore, because Muslim countries are more likely to honor thosehuman rights standards which have Islamic legitimacy, human rightsadvocates should struggle to have their interpretations of the scripturalimperatives of Islam accepted as valid and appropriate for applicationtoday. Authority for this reintepretive activity comes from the fact thatcontemporary majority perspectives on Shari'a are not necessarily theonly valid interpretations of the scriptural imperatives of Islam, a factwhich was recognized by some modernist Muslim reformers.Unfortunately, little has been done so far to develop a comprehensivereform methodology. In terms of human rights concerns there has beenlittle effort to reconcile Islamic law with fundamental human rights,especially in relation to women and non-Muslims. Reform efforts have sofar been confined to the family law area, and even there they havetended to be inadequate and open to reversal. A much morecomprehensive and effective reform methodology is required to providegenuine and lasting Islamic legitimacy for human rights in the Muslimcountries.
In the final part of this Article, I have explained briefly what I believe tobe an adequate Islamic reform methodology aimed at achieving greaterlegitimacy for human rights in the Muslim world. As indicated in thatsection, however, this methodology does not offer an easy or quicksolution to all human rights problems. In fact, strong resistance can beexpected not only from those with vested interest in the status quo, butalso from some of the beneficiaries of the proposed reforms. Forexample, some educated women are Islamic fundamentalists. Nor do Isuggest that reformulating Shari'a alone will alleviate all human rightsviolations. Economic and other factors and forces must also be addressed.Yet, the extent of observance of human rights standards in any country isaffected by prevailing attitudes and conceptions regarding who is ahuman being entitled to the full range of human rights. In the Muslimcontext, these attitudes and conceptions are significantly influenced bycommonly held views concerning the scriptural imperatives of Islam.
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Rethinking these scriptural imperatives is therefore one critical strategyfor advancing human rights in Muslim countries. Human rights advocateshave few allies in most parts of the world, including almost all Muslimcountries. They need to enlist the support of powerful cultural andreligious forces. Support will come if they look for it in an intelligent andsensitive manner.
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Multi-Fundamentalism
in Mauritius

Lindsey Collen

T
he attacks by Muslim fundamentalists against Mr. NamassiwayamRamalingum and against L'Indépendant, the newspaper he is editorof, were accurately described and rightly denounced in Index3/1995. But Mr. Ramalingum has not provided a clear enough picture ofwhat was going on in general in Mauritius. This is a pity, becauseknowing about the context helps towards a more thoroughcondemnation of all the attacks on free speech in Mauritius.

Mauritius has seen vast changes over the past fifteen years. Since1979, Mauritius has started becoming one of the IMF and WorldBank's first "success stories", as they like to refer to it. They have totalk about it a lot because they've only got a few "success stories".
But, in truth, everything in Mauritius has become tense. 
A road accident in May on the main motorway just outside thecapital, Port Louis, for example led to six hours of rioting. Riotingwhich was directed against any form of authority in sight, and whichthe police had difficulty quelling, even when they opened fire on thepeople there. Rioting which, within hours, showed signs of producingcommunal dynamics.
After Cyclone Hollanda in February last year, when the electricity wasdown, there was an outburst of mass hysteria. It was about animaginary being called "Naked at Midnight" or "Minnwi Tuni" in ourlanguage, Kreol. He was a modern werewolf, collectively imagined asshining black and silver, sometimes dog and sometimes naked man,who drove a four-wheel-drive and used a cellular telephone. Hereand there, the odd Catholic priest and Hisbullah leader set themselvesup as defenders of the people against the imaginary intruder, and
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bands of men armed with pangas started to roan the streets of PortLouis in search of "him". "He" was, inter alia, held responsible formaking women feel shining light between their legs, then faint, andthen fall pregnant. Women were "therefore" locked up at home.
The hysteria lasted some three weeks, and disappeared along withMinnwi Tuni after the electricity came back.
But in the meantime, the communal dangers inherent in this type ofhysteria had become all too clear.
All this to say that the very country usually held up to all othercountries as the IMF and World Bank's "Mauritian Miracle", and aliving proof of the wonders of structural adjustment programmes, isin fact a society showing increasing signs of internal stress just underthe surface and ready to break out in hysteria.
It is this background of hysteria which can give way to communaltensions, specially when it is cruelly made use of by communalists ofall ilk.
The communalism in Mauritius, because of its overlap with religion, isincreasingly taking on fundamentalist traits. In Mauritius, theparticular form it's taking can be called multi-fundamentalism.
This multi-fundamentalism has been further exacerbated recently bya number of things.
First, the visit in June of the Leader of the Opposition in India who isalso leader of the fundamentalist Bharatiya Party (BJP), Mr. AtalBihari Vajpayee. His official tours of state institutions wereinterspersed with visits to a number of religious organizations, afundamentalist combination previously unheard of for an officialvisitor from India. The Mauritian government was involved inplanning this.
Second, after the growth of a fundamentalist party, the Hisbullah, inturn, Maulanas have grouped together to hold political meetingswith political demands of a general nature, as well as to denouncethe supposed attacks on the prophet by L'Indépendant and tothreaten violence against the editor, as well as calling for theliberalization of meat imports, a rather more economic demand.
Third, there is the continued role of the hierarchy of the CatholicChurch of Mauritius, one of the few institutions in the world never tohave taken a stand against apartheid even until today, and where theBishop's lent message took a stand against the government tax onthe sugar barons. The hierachy has recently point-blank refused toaccept anti-discrimination regulations for intake of students (theGovernment Notice 114) and for recruitment of teaching staff intothe schools that they control but that public funds finance.
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Underneath the hysteria, underneath the communalism and themulti-fundamentalism, lie rather more crude conflicts.
The ideological swing towards privatization, whether in Yugoslavia orRwanda, whether in India, Mauritius or South Africa, mean public orcollective ownership being converted into private ownership. And"private" means somebody gets, somebody doesn't get. And those inthe line for "getting" are different sections of a ruthless bourgeoisie.
Whichever of the main parties you vote for, whatever programmethey put up, you get the IMF and World Bank's politics ofprivatization. And privatization means conflict as to who will get thecapital.
In Mauritius, like in many other countries, privatization means it is"old money" that "gets" the bulk of this shifting capital. Goods andservices recently owned and controlled by the state are handed overto a few private families - usually the same ones that owned andcontrolled them "before", and "before" tends to mean "beforeIndependence", "before universal suffrage".
Other aspiring "getters" can succeed only to the extent thatcommunalism and fundamentalism can be stirred up. And that's thescramble. The "scramble" for the capital going private. It means anall-out fight. It means sudden enrichment of different fragments ofthe few.
For the many, privatization means being reduced to the level of anexpendable productivity robot.
Then, what with all the propaganda about how Mauritius is a success,a "model" for Africa, the "tiger of the Indian Ocean", "paradiseislands", etc., most Mauritians look around and wonder what's goingon. All we can see around us is the spectre of increasingly insecurejobs, sweathshop conditions, compulsory overtime and low-paidworkers in free zone factories ($100 a month), prices not controlledany more, sugar mills closing down, a housing shortage, threats ofprivatizing health, education, electricity and water - and all this iscalled "the Mauritian miracle"?
This clash between what Mauritius is supposed to be, and what it, infact, it, is the material that hysteria is made of. It's hard to stayrational in the face of such insufferable lies being so generallyswallowed.
Where does L'Indépendant fit in?
L'Indépendant is a newspaper that was supporting some small sectionof the bourgeoisie in the general scramble for newly "privatizing"capital, some clans who wanted a political say in who should be
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future Minister of Finance. According to the IMF and World Bank, thefuture Minister of Finance is king of the temporary realm called"privatization". It is not clear exactly which clans are behindL'Indépendant. But it is clear that whoever the people behindL'Indépendant are, they were prepared to use Hindu communalismand Tamil communalism, in their bid for the political power thatwould help them get access to economic stakes.
L'Indépendant, while it was coming out, was a newspaper thatcombined scurrilous rumours with some genuine exposure ofimportant financial scandals - both of which led to an increase in itscirculation. From its first number it had a backdrop of communalistarticles, openly defending what it called "Hindu power". It wasgenerally felt that some of the victims of its character assassinationcampaigns were chosen because they were of Muslim faith. Thenewspaper, incidentally, carried scurrilous attacks against me and mynovel, The Rape of Sita. When the threats got really bad, I gave astatement to the police.
But, of course, the nature of the newspaper is no reason for publicburnings, public threats, or fire-bombing the printers. These reactionsare a sign of how bad the times are. And curiously, no-one could givean explanation as to what was offensive in the particular articles thatwere used as an excuse for the violence.
Just one week after the disturbing spectacle of the public burning ofL'Indépendant by Muslim fundamentalists, we saw the equallydisturbing spectacle of orators defending L'Indépendant burningthree other newspapers, L'Express, Le Mauricien and Le Mag forbeing "anti-Hindu"; the mainstream press is still effectively ownedand controlled by a Euro-centred Catholic elite. This burning ofnewspapers took place at the celebration of a religious festival at anew building called "Hindu House" and in the presence of officialadvisers to the Prime Minister. Interestingly, one of the firstorganizations to be associated with this new Hindu House was anewly created one: the Hindu Business Council.
Other attacks against free expression have included the inprisonmentof two journalists, Alain Gordon-Gentil and Harish Chundunsing of LeMag news magazine, under the Official Secrets Act. The new PoliceCommissioner, Raj Dayal, a military man with fundamentalisttendencies, is responsible for this arrest.
Communalism and fundamentalism represent very clear economicinterests for the few. At the same time, they represent the politics ofdespair for the many.
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In direct opposition to the politics of despair, in March this year a newmovement called "Movement Against Communalism" (MAC) wasborn.
It is potentially strong, including the whole of the trade unionmovement, consumers' groups, environmentalists, the women'smovement, almost all musicians in the country, pre-scholl playgrouporganizers, adult literacy groups, a health co-operative, anagricultural organization, and an organization of the blind - as wellas a number of individuals. MAC is characterized by its emphasis onthe rejection of all forms of classification or categorization of peoplealong communal, ethnic, religious lines - whether by the state, bypoliticians, by academics or by anyone. It is also exposinginstitutionalized communalism - in laws, in organizational forms - andopposing all links between organized religions and politics, andbetween religions and the state. And defending freedom ofexpression.
One thing that is clear is that so long as political parties haveprogrammes that only aim, to re-distribute inequality, thencommunalism, racism, religious strife will continue to constitute aconstant danger; as long as there is privatization of public goods andservices, then there are vested interests in communalism, racism andreligious strife; and it is our experience her that these forces ofobscurantism are, amongst other things, the enemies of freeexpression. June 16, 1995
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